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Horse carriages an eyesore
in New York City (p. 4)
The horse carriage industry
in New York
City, an industry that
exploits and
subjects horses
to a number
of abuses, is
not an integral part of our city
and should be strictly regulated.
Horse carriages are seemingly
useless at this point.
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Milliken offers worst-case scenario in Albany testimony
“Numerous colleges, depending on how you did this, would have to be closed, or
you’d take a 30-percent decrease across the entire system.”
- James Milliken, CUNY chancellor
BY EDWIN MOREL
NEWS EDITOR

BUSINESS 7
Credit Suisse posts 2015
loss, makes change (p. 7)
Credit Suisse
released their
2015 full year
financial report, revealing
a weak overall
performance.
Amidst falling
markets and
a move away
from investment banking, the
global Swiss bank tries to have an
optimistic outlook.

ARTS & STYLE 10
Bombers and neutral colors
take over NYFWM (p. 10)
Speaking of
bombers, Public School presented those
in a variety of
palettes—blue,
black and
military green.
Besides the
public-first
showing, a novelty, the designer
duo shared with the other designers at the week themes.
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Chancellor James B. Milliken delivered testimony on the proposed
2016–17 New York state executive budget before lawmakers on Feb. 8. The
chancellor spoke out in support of CUNY’s mission to its students, and he
emphasized the possibility of a new contract for faculty and staff.
Responding to the cavernous difference between what was requested
by CUNY and what was allocated in the proposed state budget, Milliken
told lawmakers that significant cuts would have to be made, although he
was “certainly not planning for that.”
Milliken said, “Numerous colleges, depending on how you did this,
would have to be closed.” He added, “or you’d take a 30-percent decrease
across the entire system,” according to coverage of the post-testimony
back and forth between the chancellor and lawmakers provided by
Politico New York.
Higher education accounts for 6 percent of the proposed state budget, a total of $10,215,448,000, which is a 2.6 percent decrease from
last year. CUNY, one of five funded agencies in the higher education
portion of the proposed budget, will be allotted 11 percent of that total, which is an approximate cut of $400 million in funding from the
previous budget.
Milliken spoke on the need for an increased budget to implement a
new university-wide strategic plan and master plan. It will ensure students are more competitive in the workforce and graduates continue to
play a leading role in the benefit of the state. “About 75 percent of the graduates of New York City’s high schools who attend college come to CUNY,”
said Milliken.

Milliken was the keynote speaker at the Association of Community College Trustees
Leadership Conference in San Diego on Oct. 15, 2015.
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Sex Week educates students about consent, relationships and sex

SCIENCE & TECH 12
Gun-related deaths most
common in the US (p. 12)
According to a
recent study,
the United
States has
the highest
firearm-related
death rates
among the 23
high-income
countries studied. The country’s homicide rate is 25.2 times
higher than the average of other
high-income countries.

SPORTS 14
Broncos outlast Panthers in
battle of defenses (p. 14)
TIn what could
have been his
last game in a
football uniform, Peyton
Manning led
the Broncos
past the Panthers to win the
2016 Super Bowl, 24-10. While
the game’s offense lacked flashy
highlights, the defense put on
quite the show for both teams.
Von Miller was the game’s MVP.
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The Vagina Monologues was the ﬁrst event of Sex Week, giving students a diﬀerent perspective on women who have been in relationships, sex and abuse.
BY EDWIN MOREL AND JONATHAN SPERLING
NEWS EDITOR AND SENIOR SRAFF WRITER
Often, people feel uncomfortable and awkward discussing sex with
others. Quiet and conservative about their own knowledge of sex and
dating, people are often not aware of the different perspectives that exist in regards to sexuality.
For the second consecutive year, Baruch hosted Sex Week, an exploration of the obvious and not-so-obvious issues involving sexuality in
the 21st century.
From Feb. 8 through Feb.11, Sex Week offered several workshops
and presentations chock-full of healthy dating advice, sexual empowerment and information on how to detect an abusive relationship. This year, Baruch’s Gender Love & Sexual Spectrum and Peer
Advocating Wellness Services combined forces with Day One, an organization that trains youths to recognize the signs of dating abuse,
in order to effectively educate the Baruch community using fun and
engaging events.
The inner workings of the feminine experience were discussed in
depth on Feb. 8 during a presentation of The Vagina Monologues, the
first of several Sex Week events.
“I think Sex Week is more than just safe sex education. It is about
promoting an understanding and education of all sexes and genders,”
said Gabe Roman, creative director of G.L.A.S.S. and also one of the
play’s 11 performers.

STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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Swimmers finish second in CUNYAC finals
BY PAUL JOH
SPORTS EDITOR
In the CUNYAC swimming championships on Feb. 5, the College of Staten
Island Dolphins men’s team claimed the CUNYAC title with a score of 568
points. Baruch College and Lehman College tied for second place, and the
Hunter Hawks’ women’s team stole first, topping the second-place Bearcats.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 14
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Sex Week informs about consent, relationships

News Briefs
COMPILED BY
EDWIN MOREL
The Princeton Review released Colleges That Pay You
Back, an annual guide to colleges and educational services
that analyze the best return on
investment based on financial
aid services, career placement
programs and graduation rates.
Although the 200 colleges are
not ranked, Baruch College,
Hunter College, City College and
Brooklyn College are included in
the list, ranking as some of the
most affordable colleges in the
nation. At the 66 public colleges
profiled, the average cost of attendance is $12,306 for in-state
students receiving need-based
aid. The Princeton Review recognized Baruch as “the best
college value in New York City,”
highlighting the median starting salaries of Baruch’s alumni
as $49,700, and their return on
investment rate at number 89.
_________________________
The nonprofit group Edvance
Foundation released a report
titled “Strengthening the Transfer Pathway,” streamlining the
transfer process for community college students. The group,
which provides community college students with increased access to four-year independent
colleges, released statistics revealing that while 80 percent of
community college students say
they plan to transfer to a fouryear institution, only 25 percent
of them follow through within
five years. In addition, six years
after transferring, only 17 percent of the community college
students will earn their bachelor’s degree. While there is no
direct answer to the problem,
the group suggests that contributing factors include insufficient
academic preparation, personal
or familial responsibility and
insufficient guidance support,
within academic institutions.
_________________________
The number of Latino voters
in New Hampshire has increased
by over triple the amount from
1990. However, Latino voters are
still a small minority of voters in
the nation’s primary state. The
Latino population grew from
13,000 to 46,000 in a 24-year
span, while the Latinos eligible
to vote nearly quadrupled, growing from 6,000 in 1990 to over
23,000 in 2014. The Latino community can still effect the voting,
given that the margin of victory
in the 2012 presidential election was 5.6 percentage points
and 4 percent of current New
Hampshire voters will be Latino.
_________________________
On Feb. 6, Gov. Andrew Cuomo announced regulations to
prevent “conversion therapy,”
which aims to change the sexual orientation of an individual
through therapeutic practices.
Public and private health care
insurers are no longer allowed
to cover the practice in New York
State, a decision supported by
the Human Rights Campaign.
“New York has been at the forefront of acceptance and equality for the LGBT community for
decades—and today we are continuing that legacy and leading
by example,” said Cuomo in a
statement. He refers to the therapy as a hateful and fundamentally flawed practice, saying, “We
will not allow the misguided and
the intolerant to punish LGBT
young people for simply being
who they are.”
________________________

CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
“The Vagina Monologues is a tool
to promote these practices, serving
as this kind of immersion therapy,
if you will, [that] really helps to get
it out there and helps to get people
more comfortable and start a really
good conversation,” added Roman.
The Vagina Monologues is an
episodic play written by feministactivist Eve Ensler that originally
premiered in 1996. It is comprised
of many unrelated anecdotes gathered from Ensler’s interviews with
200 women pertaining to relationships, sex and abuse.
“One of the most important
things that The Vagina Monologues
does for Sex Week that we haven’t
seen before is that it empowers
women to have more pride in who
they are.” said Annie Sourbis, USG
president.
A few of the many monologues
shed light on genital mutilation
and the issues of gender identity.
“The struggles and ideas don’t
really change because vaginas
don’t really change, and unfortunately the stigma that comes with
a vagina has not really gone away,”
said Roman. “Until it goes away,
[The Vagina Monologues are] going
to be relevant ... and even after it’s
gone it’s going to be important to
look back on the journey that the
stigma has gone through.”
Community activists from The
Anti-Violence Project, in the Queer
Domestic Workshop, discussed
dating violence and practices of
healthy relationships. Over 20 students participated in the Feb. 11
event, listening to different scenarios of relationships and offering their judgment on whether it
was healthy or endangering. Lolan
Sevilla, the training coordinator
representing AVP, helped students
to better identify the nuance between dating violence and healthy
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Lolan Sevilla asked participants of the shuﬄe to oﬀer their thoughts on dating behaviors to recognize violence in relationships.
relationships, and the appropriate
safety planning for survivors of dating violence.
A group of 18 participating individuals took part in an “Intimate
Partner Violence Shuffle,” where
each person was given a statement
on paper about dating behaviors,
and offered their judgment on
whether or not it was healthy.
A lot of individuals were taken
aback by some of the information
streamlined in the presentation.
Students physically abused prior
to coming into college are three
times more likely than their nonabused peers to again experience
violence during college. Leaving
the session, students were better
informed about the available resources for help, like the AVP and
Day One hotline services.
On campus, G.L.A.S.S. ex-

ists to raise awareness and allow
open and safe spaces for people.
“G.L.A.S.S. really works hard to embrace sexuality for students around
campus. We want people to feel
comfortable about it,” said Naimul
Khan, president of G.L.A.S.S.
Sex Week worked to achieve
those goals by getting more students involved in a discussion
about sexuality. The AVP workshop
was a highlight moment in particular, because it generated a lot of
dialogue from students. “The event
drew a lot of people and a lot of
questions were asked. People came
in with a basic understanding and
were able to leave with a better
identification of signs of abuse,”
said Khan.
On the evening of Feb. 11, a
workshop on sexual empowerment
drew a crowd of students. Students

were advised that they should be
confident and comfortable in relationships.
By setting boundaries and respecting others, people are more
inclined to find what pleasures
them most. Students were given
a chart with sex acts and asked to
check-off whether they would do it
or if they had interest in the practice. The sex acts on the list were
wide-ranging, from quickies to
phone sex to menstruation play to
analingus.
G.L.A.S.S. has a host of upcoming social, educational and awareness events for the spring semester.
A drag ball is currently in development, encouraging students and
club leaders to participate in drag.
It will highlight the involvement of
heterosexuals in drag and the role
of drag in the LGBTQ+ community.

Chancellor’s testimony requests more from state budget
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
The proposed budget for CUNY
in 2016–17 is the lowest allocation
for the institution since 2008–09;
however, student enrollment has
continued to experience recordbreaking increases.
278,000 students were enrolled
in CUNY for the 2015 Fall semester. An all-time high, this past
fall’s enrollment reflects a 42 percent increase from 2000—when
the budget for CUNY was still under a billion dollars. The budget
has increased during that same
time frame 43.9 percent. When
the Rational Tuition Plan was in
effect from 2010–15, enrollment
grew by over five percent, “essentially the size of a new campus”
said Milliken.
Addressing the impact that
CUNY students have on the current workforce, Milliken said,
“graduates who earned their degrees from CUNY over the past
40 years earn $63 million a year,
nearly all of that in New York atate
where they go on to live and work,
and that is twice what they would
earn if they held only high-school
diplomas.”
CUNY had requested over $1.5
billion in their 2016-17 request,
but approximately a quarter of that
is not funded under the proposed
state executive budget. Milliken
went on to address the contract for
faculty and staff. “[Faculty] earn
Fulbrights, MacArthurs, and competitive grants in record number,
and they are recognized for their
excellent teaching as well as their
research and creative activity.”
Faculty and staff have worked
without a contract for more than
five years. After declining CUNY’s
offer for a 6-percent wage increase
over six years, the Professional
Staff Congress remains without a
contract. CUNY has been seeking
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If the state budget for 2016-17 holds, Baruch will be one of the senior colleges aﬀected by the 24.3 percent budget cut.
support from the state and city in
agreement with other state unions
since last year, when Milliken last
spoke on the issue.
“I can say without equivocation
that my highest priority as well as
that of the board of trustees and
the college presidents is to get this
contract settled and pay the increases to which our over 45,000
faculty and staff are entitled,”
said Milliken.
CUNY is most recognized for its
high-quality and affordable education, giving lower-income denizens
an opportunity to attend college.
Milliken pointed out that half of all
people from high-income families
have a bachelor’s degree by 25 in
contrast to the one-in-10 people
from low-income families who
have a bachelor’s degree. “When
children born into the bottom fifth

of income distribution—many of
CUNY’s students—get a college degree, their chances of making it to
the top fifth nearly quadruple,” said
the chancellor.
In its proposed state budget,
CUNY had asked for $26.3 million
in community college aid. “We
have committed to freezing community college tuition next year.
Thus, 100,000 of our students will
see no change,” said Milliken.
Milliken discussed restoring
$2.5 million for the Accelerated
Study in Associate Programs, which
launched in 2007 to help motivate
students to earn their degree quickly and ensure a higher graduation
rate, has continued to experience
success and growth. The program
has received nationwide recognition for their 55 percent three-year
graduation rate, which is more than

triple the national rate for urban
community colleges.
Milliken reiterated his support
for a rational tuition hike for senior
colleges. “I am very sympathetic to
our student leaders who oppose
tuition increases, but the truth is
we have one of the lowest tuition
levels in the country, and today
approximately 80 percent of our
associate and bachelor’s degree graduates leave with zero
federal debt.”
Raising tuition puts CUNY in
position to invest in new faculty
and academic advisors in order
to improve the quality services
provided to students and to give
them a better chance of graduating on time. The previous rational
tuition
hike
program
allowed CUNY to add 1,000 new
full-time faculty.
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College students burdened by
strenuous time expectations
College students endure a lot over the course of their academic careers. We are taught from freshman year to master the fickle art of time
management.
Our advisors and mentors insist that pinpointing exactly where it
is that our time goes during the week is vital to doing well physically,
emotionally and academically.
After all, there is nothing more stressful than being pressed for time.
Not having the time to relax and reflect, holistically speaking, is detrimental to personal growth.
There are 168 hours in a week. If a student is taking a full course
load—5 classes, 15 credit hours—then that number drops to 153 hours.
Assume that this student commutes to work and school for an hour
each day. That is 15 hours a week spent on traveling, which leaves 138
hours to work with.
If, by some miracle, this student gets seven hours of sleep a night,
35 hours a week, then we are looking at 103 hours. The student also
works 30 hours a week to pay tuition and to cover commuting expenses,
which leaves 73 hours.
The student spends 10 hours a week handling on-campus extracurriculars for the sake of boosting their resume—63 hours. The student
spends one hour a day running errands and doing chores, which leaves
us with 56 hours.
The student needs socialization, time spent with family and friends
in order to keep sane, perhaps 15 hours a week. The student limits
themselves to one hour of Internet and television a day and one hour of
grooming (bathing, getting ready, etc.) a day.
The number we have now is 27 hours. 27 hours that, by necessity,
must be distributed to studying and doing homework. The number of
hours spent on coursework should ideally be double the number of
credit hours taken, which in this case is 30.
The student in question has negative 3 hours during the week to
breathe. The student depicted in this scenario is doing everything they
can to get by, without succumbing to the stress of having no actual
time to themselves. And perhaps part of the issue is prioritization, but
professors should also be conscious of all of the aspects that require
a student’s time.
If a professor expects a student to spend triple the credit hours
studying for the course, then the fault lies with the professor. If students
are taught time management and prioritization, then in that same vein,
professors should be more mindful of the kinds of stresses students endure outside of the classroom.

Newton lacks humility in losing game
The Carolina Panther’s quarterback, Cam Newton, sure had one
heck of a season. With a near perfect regular season record of 15-1,
Newton experienced a surge in popularity as he danced, cheered and
jived his way through the NFL highlight reel. In many of his interviews
with the press, Newton has often expressed that one of his primary
goals was simply to go out on the field and have fun playing the game.
So, when Newton finally made it to the ultimate goal of every NFL
player—that is the Super Bowl—and then lost, it seemed as though the
fun had come to an end. Throwing temper tantrums both on the field
and off, Newton went from star favorite to pariah overnight. Since his
last game, critics and pundits have tried to turn the coverage of Newton
into a matter of race. Some have gone as far as to even suggest that the
NFL officiating had a hand in Newton’s downfall because of his race;
despite the fact that Super Bowl MVP Von Miller is also black. Fortunately, there is not much more to these stories than simple race baiting.
It is easy to have fun when you are winning. Newton has found himself
on the receiving end of many a jab because he has proven himself to be
the epitome of the anti-American spirit known as the sore loser. It is for
that reason that he is being mocked, and rightfully so.
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De Blasio debates horse-carriage issue
The New York City mayor is facing pressure to re-evaulate his plan to reduce horse carriages in Manhattan

M

ayor Bill de Blasio has
been trying to eliminate the horse carriage
industry in its entirety since he
was elected into office two years
ago. As a mayoral candidate, this
acted as one of his prime political stances and promises to New
Yorkers. Now, de Blasio is still trying to pass the bill but large oppositional groups derailed him
from succeeding.
De Blasio issued a compromise that dictated a significant cut
to the number of horse carriages
permitted in the city and spelled
out limitations as to how many
carriages could be out one at a
time. The negotiation also called
for the construction of a horse
stable.
The opposition exists in part because the horse carriage rides are
argued to be an iconic feature of
the New York City lifestyle. Horse
carriages were featured in some of
the most popular films of all time,
which include Eloise and Home
Alone 2: Lost in New York.
However, the benefit—if you
would even call iconography a
benefit—is slim compared to the
drawbacks of having the horse carriages effectively in place. First and
foremost, unfathomable apathy accompanies the support of the horse
carriage industry in New York City.
Horses do not naturally belong
in the highly urbanized streets of
Manhattan. Perhaps it is the animal
rights’ activist weighing in here,

but horses should not be expected
to trot around in impractical garments all day long.
Speaking purely from an animal
rights perspective, legally, drivers
are permitted to work horses up
to nine hours a day. This law does
not waver during shifting seasons;
during the winter, the horses have
to trot through sleet, snow, rain
and any other form of weather
impediment or precipitation.
Unfortunately, not many people
are aware of these conditions for
working animals.
Native New Yorkers themselves
do not decide to be chauffeured
by a horse and his handler. New
Yorkers find the horse carriages
malodorous, uncared for and
malignantly slow.
The appeal only presents itself
to tourists, who are dazzled by the
idea that you can ride a horse in
the streets. Even if the argument
for iconography is made, on what
premise is something an icon if natives do not regard it as a significant
part of their life?
Of course, the other part of the
opposition focuses more on employment in New York City. Horse
carriage owners, also known as
the Teamsters, are worried about
losing their jobs if the horse carriage industry is shut down. But
eradicating or otherwise strategically limiting the horse carriage
industry theoretically would create more efficiency on the bustling
streets of New York City. It may not

be fair to imply that the efficiency
of a city outweighs the employment
rate. But in this case, since employment in this field is particularly
low—due to the 220 carriages operating—and at best slightly lucrative, it makes economic sense to
favor efficiency.
Streets would yield less traffic;
the surrounding perimeters of Central Park in particular would see
greater movement in the streets.
Taxi drivers would cater better to
New Yorkers in a hurry. This, in
turn, would probably fare the drivers themselves better as passengers
are likelier to tip higher if they get
to their destinations more quickly.
To highlight the inefficiency
and recklessness that is perpetually antiquated by the use of the
horse-drawn carriage, any strategic passerby would want to look at
the logistics behind holding horses
on in-motion city streets. Loud
noises frighten horses. New York
City streets are tumultuous: rowdy
drivers honk horns to no avail, and
construction sites are constantly
popping up. New York City is not
an environment that can justly be
home to working horses.
The horse carriages seem outdated, at best. They are seemingly
useless at this point and can even
be regarded as unnecessary simply because of all of the negative
attention they attract.
-Yelena Dzhanova
Pol. Sci. ’19

Valentine’s Day maintains significance
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I

s love really in the air? What is
the big deal with Valentine’s
Day? Is it truly a day that holds
significance? Or has it become
so commercialized with boxes of
heart-shaped chocolates, ads and
giant teddy bears that it has lost
all meaning?
Some more cynical people may
question whether or not the holiday should even be celebrated at
all. Well, I still have hope. I still believe Valentine’s Day is important
to celebrate.
In regards to the conception
of the holiday, Valentine’s Day
had less to do with love and romance and more to do with purification through sacrifice than
anything else.
Conceptually, it stayed this
way until the Middle Ages, when
it was believed in Europe that
Feb. 14 was the start of the birds’
mating season.
Humans embraced the season
and began showing affection toward one another during mid-Feb-

ruary and then more specifically
on Valentine’s Day. Think about
that: an entire day dedicated to
people showing love and respect
toward other people. To me, that
sounds wonderful.
In fact, I think we should not
only keep celebrating Valentine’s
Day but also have more days like
it throughout the year. However,
it should not be tied to a specific
religion or group of people. Since
there are words for love in every
language and ways to show it in
every culture, why not celebrate it
throughout the world?
According to a 2010 poll conducted by Men’s Health, there is
a gender split in regards to the
validity of the holiday. So is Valentine’s Day truly too commercialized to encapsulate any real
meaning? Or can the day still hold
some significance?
When asked how they felt about
Valentine’s Day, about 55 percent
of women answered, “Love it! It’s
another excuse to show I care.”

Meanwhile, only 38 percent of men
had the same response; the remaining 61 percent answered, “Ick!
It’s a Hallmark holiday.” Perhaps
this poll reinforces the stereotype
that women are more romantic and
affectionate than men. Regardless
of this gender divide, Valentine’s
Day does not have to be meaningless. Instead, I want to reach out
to both men and women and encourage them to use this time of
year to do something special for a
significant other, loved one or even
close friend!
Personally, while I do not mind
the fact that Valentine’s Day has
become more of a materialized
holiday in our culture, I do not
want chocolates or flowers. Instead
I want to spend time with my boyfriend and my closest friends and
celebrate a day of love, and I hope
you will do the same in one form
or another.
-Meghan Daly
Marketing ’18
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Council pay raise unjust Election race heats up after caucuses
THE POLITICKER

New York City Council members receive a gratuitous salary increase

B

y overwhelmingly voting itself a 32 percent rise in salary, the Democratic-dominated, 51-member New York City
Council, by a vote of 40 to 7, gave
New York taxpayers a John Edwards’ $400 haircut on Feb. 5.
To be fair, supporters will say,
the council members simply reflect recommendations by the
Quadrennial Advisory Commission, appointed by Mayor Bill de
Blasio, to increased office holder
responsibilities and reflect the
costs of living in New York.
So, the increase of a base pay
shot from $112,500 to $148,500,
which is $10,185 more than what
the advisory panel recommended.
The council members’ work
profile will also change. They will
become 40-hour per week employees and have some restrictions on outside legal work, thereby limiting the dangers of corruption, criminal activities and wiles
of heavy-handed lobbyists.
Awarding higher salaries to our
lawmakers does not square with
the sacrifices that the cop who
walks the beat must make. An arbitration panel proposed only a 1
percent increase in pay for police
officers. The city’s teachers, who
former-mayor Michael Bloomberg
refused for years to sign a contract,
get a sliding yearly scale of 1 percent to 3 percent over four years.
And then there are the budget cuts
that affect libraries, senior centers,
as well as the creeping privatization of public education.
And what about hourly wage
earners who are struggling to
make ends meet by calling for an
increase of hourly wages to $15
in a city where the average apartment rental is thousands of dollars? Or the rising cost of food,
medical expenses and childcare

for working families?
But the fly in the ointment is
that limits on outside work will
take effect in 2018. This means
current members will benefit from
the rise, and most will not run
again owing to term limits.
New York City Councilwomen
Inez Barron, wife of Charles Barron, New York State Assembly
Councilman, and Councilwoman
Rosie Mendez voted against the
proposal. But it seems ironic that
the “progressive’” council members like Melissa Mark-Viverito
and Ydanis Rodriguez, who bang
pots and pans for the working poor
minorities and the downtrodden,
pushed for the increase.
The hokum of council member
heartache came in a plea from Rodriguez, who wears well-tailored
suits, has a kempt appearance and
represents the heavily Dominican
Inwood. He championed for a hike
of a base salary to $175,000, or a little over 50 percent of an increase.
His constituents were not amused.
He argued for the increase on the
grounds that the burden of the office, the cost of childcare and other
responsibilities would make the
raise more appropriate.
Well, these airheads have
crossed a line: in a city where the
“average” annual income for a
family of four is $48,000—and that
is stretching it—the City Council
belongs to the other side of what
de Blasio has called “two cities.”
If anything, this disdain for
the majority of New Yorkers who
struggle to make a living or live on
slim pensions deserves a call for
action: marches, sit-ins and voting
to throw these rascals with welllined pockets out of office.
-Robert Cambria
Journalism

MIKHAIL RELUSHCHIN

I

t only just started, but the
month of February is already
throwing some curveballs.
Iowa and New Hampshire have
voted, half a dozen presidential
candidates have suspended their
campaigns and a national election, already careening into history as one of the United States’
most contentious, has ascended to
a new level of incomprehensibility. As the remaining candidates
fly to South Carolina for another
round of primaries, the politically
minded are left to reckon with the
country’s first true votes of the
2016 presidential election.
The good news is that the endless months of pouring over opinion polls in just two states are
over. No longer will Iowa and New
Hampshire impose the tyranny of
their opinions on every speech the
remaining candidates give. As the
geography of the race expands, the
candidates may finally stop giving
speeches that appeal only to corn
farmers. The first legitimate votes
of the election cycle have also finally provided evidence as to how
much each candidate’s message is
resonating. Candidacies can finally be measured in actual appeal,
not the temperamental digits of
opinion polls.
However, those who hoped this
race would someday civilize and
become about issues rather than
personalities have been proven

hopelessly wrong. Nearly every
candidate who has limped away
from this week and a half of political brawling is tainted in one form
or another. There is no indication
that any of them plan to run a clean
race for however long they remain.
It is probably too early to see
trends in this confusing week’s results, but that does not mean that
the wins, the losses and the bloodletting do not offer some stories to
consider moving forward.
On the Republican side, a host
of long-shot candidacies drew to
a close. Mike Huckabee, Rick Santorum and Rand Paul dropped out
after weak showings in Iowa, followed by Chris Christie and Carly
Fiorina after New Hampshire.
Their departures helped decongest
several highly contentious “lanes”
of the Republican nomination
fight. The fight over their former
supporters could enrich any of the
remaining candidates—by taking
control of Paul’s libertarian base,
Huckabee’s evangelicals or Christie’s establishment supporters.
But more important than the
defeats are the victories. The main
event is, of course, the final validation of Donald Trump. In the end,
nothing could shake his popularity
as he emerged the emphatic winner in New Hampshire, a respectable runner-up in Iowa and still
the Republican frontrunner. When
the Daily News ran its venomous headline, “Dawn of the Brain
Dead,” perhaps it did so from the
same place of shell-shocked anguish that rippled through social
media once Trump-mania became an electoral reality.
The other big winner is Ted
Cruz, who has steadily pulled
evangelicals, libertarians and tea
party voters into the only coalition that currently rivals Trump
in support. His Iowa win was not
a surprise. But in the long run,

the tactics by which he won may
be questioned, especially a disingenuous election night announcement that Ben Carson, a rival for
Cruz’s supporters, had dropped
out of the race. His third-place finish in New Hampshire suggests
that he has also definitively rooted
himself as the alternative to Trump
in this election cycle, making him,
for better or worse, the best bet
against the Donald.
That leaves the establishment
triad of Marco Rubio, Jeb Bush and
John Kasich all under more pressure than ever to advance in this
race. Rubio must prove that his debate gaffes are speed bumps rather
than death sentences. Bush is desperate to spin a fourth place finish in New Hampshire as a victory
to show that his candidacy has a
pulse. And Kasich, the upstart runner-up, faces a two-month storm
of states deeply inhospitable to his
centrism that must be overcome if
he is to win the nomination. As the
Republican maelstrom turns on,
the Democratic contest has finally
become real for both candidates.
Bernie Sanders exceeded all expectations by tying Hillary Clinton
in Iowa and trouncing her in New
Hampshire, proving once and for
all that his insurgent campaign is
a real challenger for the nomination. As Clinton reckons with a
possible repeat of 2008, Sanders’
task is to become a candidate who
Democrats can get behind.
While Republicans are oversaturated with appealing candidates,
the Democratic nomination seems
to be a struggle between politicians with deep problems to overcome. Whether Clinton can humanize her candidacy or Sanders
can broaden his appeal first, may
in the end decide the fate of an
increasingly riven party. In short,
this contest just got more exciting
—if that were possible.

Gene engineering needs more regulation

Pentagon violates rights

The morally gray aspects of genetic engineering should be more closely monitored in the future

Human rights violations and paranoia plague federal government

O

fter over a decade-long legal
battle, the Pentagon has released roughly 200 images
of prisoner abuse occurring on
operations in Iraq and Afghanistan during the George W. Bush
presidency. The American Civil
Liberties Union, who fought for
publication of the photos, believes
the number of actual photographs
to be close to 2,000 and has been
demanding the final batch to be
published as well. However, considering the strained legal battle
to publish the initial 200, a further
publication of the remaining photos could be years down the road.
The photographs are ambiguous
in their nature, with no indications
of identity, reasons for detainment or, most importantly, causes
of the abuse.
We have long seen the Pentagon and, in general, the federal
government’s attempts to stonewall all efforts to reveal the deeply
ingrained controversies that surrounded the invasion of Iraq. Publication of anything related to U.S.
military operations in the region
has long been called dangerous
and detrimental to national security by the government.
Matters of national security
these photos are not, as the only
security the Pentagon truly wants
to maintain is a security of trust
that they have long since lost. It
is a disgusting form of paranoia
espoused only by those who have
done wrong, a paranoia that does
not originate from a fear of security breaches but a realization that
the Pentagon engages in practices
that the Bush and Obama administrations have condemned.
The decontextualization of
these photographs with no names,
faces or punishments listed, is another worrying facet of the legally

ver the years movies, novels and video games have
taken us to worlds in which
science fiction becomes reality.
One of the most common plotlines? Genetic engineering. In Star
Wars: Attack of the Clones, Kaminoans created an army of genetically enhanced clones for the Galactic Republic. The recent Jurassic
Park: World showed us the Indominous Rex whose genes from
a slew of creatures—the T-Rex,
velociraptors, cuttlefish and pit viper snakes—made it a monster. In
games like BioShock, the villains
gained their otherworldly abilities from genetically engineered
plasmids. In Margaret Atwood’s
Oryx and Crake, genetically engineered hybrid creatures such as
snake-rats and skunk-raccoons
were widespread.
Genetic engineering is not
something we are unfamiliar with in fiction. But what if it
is becoming fact?
Recently, the United Kingdom’s
Human Fertilization and Embryology Authority (HFEA) approved
gene editing in viable human embryos. Right away, questions arise
and the imagination runs wild, picturing a dystopian future where everyone is editing their kids’ genes.
These thoughts are incredibly
alarming, which is why the HFEA
has, so far, only given the green
light to one research project conducted by biologist Kathy Niakan
at the Francis Crick Institute
in London.
This means only her lab is
allowed to do the tweaking as
they use the Crispr/Cas9 geneediting system to study donated
embryos in the first week after
fertilization. Her team is purely
looking to research how an embryo develops into a healthy

baby rather than recreating some
sci-fi experiment.
So while this could sound like
the beginning of a bad idea, the UK
clearly has a good system to regulate experiments like this, and only
approves experiments they believe
to be safe and ethical. The problem lies less with them and more
with what this means for the global
community. Around the world,
other countries have also fiddled
with genes, but with less conscientious regulators than the United
Kingdoms.
Chinese scientists have already
edited nonviable human embryos
to correct a gene that causes blood
disorders—a seemingly altruistic
experiment—but their research
projects are largely left unregulated by the government, giving them
more freedom to pursue some less
than noble experiments.
Even the United States raises
some eyebrows with the loopholes
our laws have concerning genetic
engineering. We have banned federal funding for human embryo
editing, but that does not really
mean much, does it? We have also
banned the selling of drugs like
cocaine, but we all know people
are still snorting in alleyways and
backrooms.
While the US may keep a tight
leash on its public funding, there
is nothing regulating what people
are doing with private funding.
Any billionaire could use their
money for whatever research
they want.
Unlike Niakan, who is conducting her research for academic
purposes, these billionaires might
choose to do so for business ventures. How much money could
they make with a business that allowed parents to engineer their babies to fit their own ideas of “per-

fection?”
It is a scary concept, almost
reminiscent of Josef Mengele’s use
of gruesome experiments to try to
create a “master race” of blonde,
blue-eyed Aryans. Even though
the gene editing would not be
hurting the children, the idea of
picking and choosing what traits
are best is still there. Who are we
to decide these things? They are
not our traits to pick and choose,
and is it really right for parents to
get to decide those things for their
future children?
There are other morally gray
aspects this situation brings to
mind. In a world where we have
thousands of orphans, it seems
downright unfair that they could
have even less of a chance of getting adopted if designer babies
become a trend.
We all probably know someone who would pick a genetically
altered baby rather than one from
an adoption agency. Then there is
the argument between pro-life and
pro-choice advocates. The embryos Niakan is using are donated,
which is obviously a pro-choice
concept. But the pro-lifers out
there might argue that since the
embryos are viable, they are living
human beings.
The fact that they are discarded
after the research is concluded can
be seen as an atrocity.
Either way, there needs to be
some strict international laws set
up to regulate the genetic engineering of human embryos so that
we can advance human knowledge
without conducting any unethical
experiments, so that a science-fiction nightmare does not become
our new reality.
-Jessica Kraker
English ’18

A

mandated publication. These are
no faceless “others” as the hawkish members of the government
and citizenry may want to believe. These detainees were fellow
humans—enemy combatants or
not—stripped of their rights in the
eyes of the military far before the
first guard raised his fist. The government, cherry-picking which
rights to respect is a violation of
humanity, and our leaders should
be held to a much higher standard.
The United States is plagued by
a virus. The question is why we do
not treat it. In a world where warfare is becoming an increasingly
dehumanized and distant process, the discussion of the humane
treatment of prisoners of war has
fallen out of regular public discourse. These are people we have
allegedly declared war against in
the name of democracy, but we
treat our enemies with the same
level of integrity demonstrated by
the regimes we rallied against.
War is an undignified, terrifying storm. If our government,
however, cannot treat our enemies with some level of dignity in
an undignified situation, to what
extent are we, as citizens, worth
proper treatment? Those who treat
people differently from them—like
those decontextualized and mystified as an “other” in the Pentagon
photos—create the parameters by
which they may be judged. It is
through this that their actions may
be predicted as well. If this is how
the Pentagon treats their enemies,
it would be foolish to expect the
rest of the government to deal with
citizens justly. It is unlikely, however, this sorry state of affairs will
change anytime soon.
-Reuven Glezere
Journalism ’19
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Chances of a draft
seem highly unlikely

T

he U.S. Department of Defense recently granted full
participation rights for
women in combat roles in the
United States military. Army Chief
of Staff Gen. Mark Milley and Marine Corps Commandant Gen.
Robert Neller told senators during
a Senate hearing that full integration will likely take a few years.
Before implementation, the Selective Service System must be addressed. The Selective Service System was instituted in 1917 to help
curb the issue of low military enrollment. It provides a list of who
the U.S. government can call on if
the draft is ever needed again. As
of now, all males between the ages
of 18-26 are required to sign-up for
Selective Service.
Selective Service laws have
never required women to subject
themselves to the draft and face
the prospect of being forced into
armed service. Women were exempt due to previous battlefield
restrictions; however, since those
restrictions are no longer in place,
the law should be amended to require women to also register.
Both Miller and Neller agree
with this notion and agree that all
eligible men and women should
register for the draft. Sen. Claire
McCaskill and Sen. Joni Ernst also
support this idea. There was some
pushback by a few Republican
senators, who quickly criticized
the decision to drop the gender
restrictions in the first place. They
also pressed the generals about
whether job standards would be
lowered for women to fill quotas. The military leaders refuted
this and pointed out that not only
would this action be against the
law, but it would also endanger the
safety of Marines.

Controversy about women
serving in combat positions is
outdated, just like the Selective
Service System. The chances of
another draft happening is highly
unlikely for two reasons. For one,
the draft is very unpopular. Reinstating it would be career suicide
for any member of Congress. Secondly, the Department of Defense
reports show recruitment goals
being met year after year. Also
worthy of note, the U.S. military
has been cutting the number of
active units in service due to budget slashes. They are looking to cut
40,000 troops to reach an active
duty end strength of 450,000.
So why not do away with the
Selective Service System altogether? There is a better alternative to
Selective Service and the draft,
the All-Volunteer Force. Started
by the Nixon administration the
AVF has been quite successful.
The quality of the volunteers are
far better than draftees. According
to a 2007 report by the Congressional Budgeting Office the AFV has
produced “a greater proportion of
high-quality recruits–those with
high school diplomas and abovemedian scores on the Armed Forces Qualification Test–than were
obtained using the draft in the
Vietnam War.” Forbes also reports
that the AFV enjoys higher re-enlistment rates and lower turnover
compared to the draft. Selective
Service and the draft are relics of
a bygone era. Doug Bandow of
Forbes put it best, “A society which
no longer wins the voluntary allegiance of its people has no moral
authority to coerce them into
its service.”
-Davon Singh
Finance ’17

Paul’s campaign concludes abruptly

S

en. Rand Paul was stuck between a rock and a hard place
in two different situations.
The first situation was in the
presidential race itself. Paul always
called himself “libertarian-ish,”
trying to take on his father’s libertarian legacy within the Republican Party. However, many libertarian purists feel as if he is just not
libertarian enough. On the other
hand, many Republicans feel as
if he is too libertarian. Going into
the primaries, he was struck with
a hard task: compromise some establishment ideas to gain the libertarian vote, or compromise some
libertarian ideas to gain the establishment vote. He ended up going
with both, which left him with an
odd group of voters fed up with
the National Security Agency’s
domestic spying, the $19 trillion
federal debt and U.S. intervention
in the Middle East. But this was not
enough to salvage his campaign.
The second situation was the
fact that his Senate seat was up
for re-election. Sworn in January
2011, his five-year term is coming
to an end, and with the first votes
officially cast in the 2016 Republican presidential primary, Paul decided that fifth place at 5 percent
of the vote was not enough to risk
losing his Senate seat.
Paul was hailed by many as the
only sane candidate on the debate
stage, in comparison to Donald
Trump, Texas Sen. Ted Cruz, Flor-

ida Sen. Marco Rubio and all the
other candidates who wanted to
bomb the Middle East, raise military spending and enhance NSA
domestic spying. Paul was the only
one calling for an end to the War on
Drugs, commenting, “The War on
Drugs has disproportionately affected our African-American community.” He was a different voice on
that stage, one that will be missed.
Perhaps the greatest threat to
Paul’s campaign was the rise of the
Islamic State group, and Trump
entering the race. Paul’s non-interventionist foreign policy was falsified as isolationist and as a danger
to national security during a time
where many viewed the Islamic
State group as an imminent threat.
On the other hand, the American
people were fed up with the establishment, which is why we saw the
rise of Trump and Bernie Sanders.
Trump portrayed himself as a political outsider, fighting to take on
the Washington elites—a role that
was actually meant for Paul.
With the Islamic State group
emerging as a danger to the United States, Paul seemed weak on
foreign policy to the average voter,
and with Trump entering the race,
Paul lost the opportunity to have
his voice heard. After declaring
he was suspending his campaign,
Paul himself said he would not
endorse another candidate during
the primaries, so many speculate
where Paul’s followers will go. Will

True supporters of Paul feel that Cruz is a fraud libertarian
candidate. He has ﬂip-ﬂopped on almost every issue, did not
show up to vote on a very important bill put forward by Paul
and is a proponent of interventionism in the Middle East.

they now support Cruz, the Texas
senator who brands himself as an
outsider, hoping to gain some important libertarian support? Will it
be Trump, an actual outsider in the
race, whose off-the-cuff discourse
appeals to the anger of the average
voter? Perhaps it will be Rubio, a
young minority face that wants to
unite the Republican Party.
In my opinion, no candidate in
the primaries will grab a majority of Paul supporters. True supporters of Paul feel that Cruz is a
fraud libertarian candidate. He
has flip-flopped on almost every
issue, did not show up to vote on
a very important bill put forward
by Paul and is a proponent of interventionism in the Middle East.
Trump could gain some supporters here and there, but most Paul
supporters are smart enough to realize that Trump has no substance.
Some political pundits think Rubio
will attract some Paul supporters.
Truthfully, that is probably the
wildest assumption pundits could
be making right now. Rubio is the
newest face of the GOP establishment, where harsh interventionism in the Middle East, raising
military spending and enhancing
NSA domestic spying is commonplace. So, for now, Paul supporters
will most likely be writing in the
fallen candidate’s name during the
Republican primaries.
It was a sad day for many Paul
supporters, including myself,
when he dropped out. I had spent
a week volunteering in Iowa, campaigning for Paul right before the
caucuses. But supporters like me
know that Paul is needed in the
Senate, and he needs to win his
re-election. So here is to you, Rand
Paul—the only sane candidate that
was in this race.
-Andrew Windsor
Pol. Sci. ’19
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Apple loses $626 million lawsuit over multiple patent violations
BY VICKIE SAVVIDES
STAFF WRITER

Apple Inc. is now required to
pay the VirnetX Holding Corporation over $600 million for patent
infringements.
A Texas Federal court ruled
during a retrial this year that the
tech-giant illegally used VirnetX’s
technology in its popular FaceTime
video chat service and virtual private networks’ on-demand services.
The trial marks one of the largest patent infringement awards in
Texas history.
The VirnetX Holding Corporation is a publicly-traded Internet
software security and technology company with headquarters in
Zephyr Cove, Nevada.
Recognized for its 4G LTE security as well as real-time communication applications, VirnetX boasts
a secure platform of communication across all types of media devices, including but not limited to
instant messaging, smart phones,
eReaders, tablets, etc.
All of these technologies are not
sold by VirnetX but are held in the
form of patents. VirtnetX is considered by many to be a “troll” company, or a company that generates its
revenue not by selling products but
through litigation.
The company holds over 80 Internet security international patents and has 100 pending as of
January 2016.
The charges brought against
Apple are not new to the Cupertino-based company. Apple has had
unresolved relations with VirnetX
since 2012, when the latter first ac-
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Apple has been convicted by a Texas Federal Court of using patented technology owned by VirnetX in its FaceTime interface.
cused the company of violating four
of its patents.
These patents involve: Facetime,
iMessage and other Apple software.
In 2012, a jury first found Apple
guilty of violating patents and ordered that the company pay VirnetX
$368 million.
Apple appealed and subsequently won the case after VirnetX
failed to prove that consumers were
buying Apple products because of
VirnetX-specific software. The lack
of evidence cost them the case, and
Apple was acquitted.
The charges resurfaced, after an
East Texas court was ordered to re-

view the case. In turn, a retrial was
ordered. After several intense weeks
of deliberation, three years since
VirnetX faced Apple in the original
lawsuit between the companies, the
Texas jury reached a decision. The
lawfirm Caldwell Cassady is accredited with winning a $533 million
settlement against Apple in March
2015 in the same court, as well as a
2012 case.
The verdict includes $290.7 million worth of royalties awarded to
VirnetX based on the earlier patent
infringement against Apple.
The jury found that Apple’s modified VPN On-Demand, iMessage

and FaceTime services infringed
VirnetX’s patents and that Apple’s
infringement was not accidental,
bur rather “willful.” According to
sources, Apple, despite knowing of
the patents, used the technology in
its iPhone and iPad devices and in
some desktop computers.
For these reasons, Robert Schroeder, a district judge, increased the
award by three times much as the
initial case.
VirnetX attorney Brad Caldwell,
of the firm Caldwell Cassady, represented VirtnetX in the case. After VirnetX’s success, he released
the following, “We are very happy

for VirnetX. Its employees are our
friends,” He added, “We have enjoyed watching the development
of [Virtnetx’s] products and their
technologies over the years.
My friends and I have been
blessed to represent them for
around seven years, and we are
proud to have helped them get to
this day.”
After the ruling, Apple filed a
motion for mistrial, which was
subsequently denied, according to
court documentation.
Apple released the following
statement: “We are surprised and
disappointed by the verdict and
we’re going to appeal. Our employees independently designed this
technology over many years, and
we received patents to protect this
intellectual property. All four of VirnetX’s patents have been found invalid by the patent office. Cases like
this simply reinforce the desperate
need for patent reform.”
Within a day after the ruling,
shares in the VirnetX company
stock soared 47 percent.
They have since nearly doubled
in price, from $3.69 before the
case to almost $7 as of Feb. 10th.
The price is expected to drop back
down as the news of the verdict
loses steam.
Kendall Larsen, VirnetX CEO
and president, said in a press release
after the verdict, “We are extremely
pleased with the jury verdict. The
jury agreed once again that Apple
has been using the technology developed by our inventors.”
Apple has filed for a mistrial
following the verdict. The motion is
currently pending.

Credit Suisse posts 2015 loss, makes move to wealth management
BY MOUSTAFA ISMAIL
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

After
long-standing
steady
growth, the multinational credit services firm Credit Suisse reported significant losses for the fourth quarter
of 2015, capping-off an already subpar annual report for the year.
While the firm’s chief executive
Tidjane Thiam strictly downplayed
the losses, the company acknowledged a volatile market with liquidity issues, as well as the significant
drop in the price of oil, as the main
culprits for its underperformance.
Nonetheless, the losses were significant enough to prompt Credit
Suisse to announce a shift in its
market strategy, scaling back its especially-weak investment banking
activity while fortifying its wealthmanagement agenda.
Credit Suisse was founded in
1856 by Alfred Escher, then called
Schweizerische Kreditanstalt, or
Swiss Credit Institution. Its primary
function at the time was to finance
the construction of Switzerland’s
electrical grid and to create a rail
system that would link the country
to the rest of Europe.
Shortly after, the firm aided in
establishing a Swiss currency system while simultaneously divulging
into private banking, a sector gaining popularity due to the growing
middle class at that time.
After a series of acquisitions,
Credit Suisse quickly became one of
the world’s largest financial service
institutions, with many divisions
operating at an elite level; so much
so, the firm was one of the few world
banks virtually unaffected by the
global financial crisis of 2008.
In its 2015 financial report,
Credit Suisse reported a CHF (Swiss
Franc) 2.422 billion loss due in large
part to a whopping CHF 6.441 billion loss in the fourth quarter alone.
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Credit Suisse began selling oﬀ its investment banking business last year due to prolonged weak performance in the market.
This amount is a rough estimation,
expected to rise with taxes and other
charges and fees.
Upon release of the firm’s financial report, Credit Suisse’s stock took
a sharp decline, taking a 12 percent
hit on Feb. 4, which dropped shares
to its lowest point since 1992. Last
Tuesday, the stocked dropped another 8 percent; since the start of
2016, the stock has plummeted a
dire 32 percent.
Observers likened this extreme
plunge to the calamity surrounding
Lehman Brothers in the weeks before the financial giant went bankrupt in 2008.
Even more worrisome, since
Thiam took over Credit Suisse last
July, the stock has fell nearly 50 percent. Still, the CEO remains confident, undermining the day-to-day

fluctuations of Credit Suisse’s stock;
instead he boasts about the firm’s
strengths as a whole.
In and interview with Financial
Times, Thiam explained, “What I
can say is that we have a strong balance sheet … [We have] 11.4 percent
common equity tier one [capital],
it’s the strongest we have ever been.
We have no liquidity issues.”
This sentiment was echoed in
the firm’s financial report which
aggrandized a 21-percent, 25-percent and 4-percent increase in the
income of its Asia Pacific, Swiss
Universal Bank and Private Banking
divisions, respectively. The report
goes on to explain that such “positive performance was offset by challenges in Global Markets.”
These global market inefficiencies highlighted by the Credit Suisse

financial reports include “volatile
market conditions, pressures on
market liquidity, as sharp decline in
oil prices, widening credit spreads,
continued uncertainty linked to
asynchronous monetary policies
and large fund redemptions by
market participants affecting asset
prices.”
The consequences of these market issues are not exclusive to Credit
Suisse, as bank shares have seen
a rapid decline in recent weeks,
especially in Europe, the United
States and Japan, fueling fears of a
global recession.
Since their apex in July, European banks in the Stoxx Europe 600
index have plummeted 39 percent;
with Greek and Italian banks accounting for the most losses, the rest
of the continent’s largest firms were

not far behind.
Although performing slightly
better than Credit Suisse, Deutsche
Bank, Germany’s largest bank, was
forced to hold an emergency conference, as CEO John Cryan encouraged employees and investors that
the firm was “rock solid” and still
capable of making payments on its
issued bonds.
Since Deutsche’s announcement, the firm’s stock has increased
11 percent.
In response to this market uncertainty, Credit Suisse plans to
continue employing its new market
strategy, which it first unveiled in
October.
As Thiam explained “We continue to believe that wealth management, supported by our investment banking capabilities, remains
a uniquely attractive long-term
opportunity for our bank.”
The financial reports back up
this claim, stating “We have continued to reposition our IBCM [Investment Banking] business, which
has suffered from under investment
in the past, through incremental
targeted investments, shifting our
model towards advisory and equity
underwriting and towards investment grade corporates in order to
diversify our revenue base and materially reduce the volatility of our
earnings in this attractive, capital
light activity.”
The outlook holds even more
uncertainty as Bloomberg Business reported of Wednesday morning that Credit Suisse has “turned
bearish” on the U.S. dollar, abandoning its stake amid speculation that the dollar will fall in the
coming months.
This stems from fear of a monetary policy impotence that is hidden within currency valuations,
capable of significantly affecting the
U.S. economy.
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Global market indicators suggest possible recession in 2016
BY MARIA MARKOWICZ
SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY EDITOR
For months, economists and
experts observed as global markets
slowed down and oil prices continued to drop. In the summer of 2015,
some began raising concerns that
the economy is not on a good path.
The first month of 2016 passed, and
the situation did not seem to be
getting better.
On the contrary, news from
global markets caused quite a lot of
stress as concerns grew louder and
more numerous.
The value of S&P 500 has been
falling since Aug. 17, 2015, when it
closed at 2,102.44. Eight days later,
the index lost almost 300 points. It
did not begin recovering until the
end of September, though the index began posting losses by Dec.
30, 2015. On Feb. 8, the index was
down to 1,853—slightly lower than
the August drop.
NASDAQ Composite is showing a similar pattern; the index began dropping on Aug. 17, when it
closed at 4,566.37.
It has reached a low eight days
later, and though recovering to
its August performance, the index dropped once again to 3,960
by Feb. 8.
Unsurprisingly, the Dow Jones
Industrial Average saw the same
pattern, losing 1,682 points in the
eight aforementioned August days.
Despite short recovery, the index
is down once again to 16,027 by
Feb. 8.
The behavior of the three indices sparked many worrying headlines, including Business Insider’s
“Wall Street’s deal machine is
shutting down.”
To some, these worries have no
grounds. Others have been pulling
out of the stock market since the indices reported its first major losses
back in August.

Both Citibank and JPMorgan
Chase predict that a recession is
likely to happen between 2016 and
2018. Citigroup predicted a 65-percent chance of a recession in 2016.
JPMorgan’s economists predicted a 23 percent chance of a recession in 2016, 48 percent in 2017 and
76 percent in 2018.
When asked about Citigroup’s
predictions by Congress’ Joint Economic Committee, Janet Yellen
predicted a 10-percent chance that
a recession will happen in 2016.
But there are other factors to
take into account when considering the possibility of the recession.
The most obvious and worrisome issue is the decline of oil and
gas prices.
As of Feb. 8, WTI Crude Oil prices stood at $29.69 per barrel, with
some speculating that the price
could fall even lower. CNNMoney
pointed out that a “dramatic downfall continues to alarm investors
who fear it signals that something
isn’t quite right about the health of
the economy.”
Looking back, one can observe a
worrying comparison; the last time
Crude Oil saw such a drastic drop
in prices was in mid-2008.
Another factor contributing
to the possibility of a recession is
China’s recent economic decline.
One look at the Shanghai composite index tells a story that is
more dramatic than the three
aforementioned U.S. indices. The
index has been facing steady decline since June 12, with close to
no recovery.
As The New York Times also
points out, the country has to deal
with “troubled” loans, a term used
to describe loans that are difficult for the creditors to repay, that
could exceed $5 trillion—or half of
China’s annual economic output.
“Official figures show that Chinese banks pulled back on their
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The drop in the Baltic Dry Index has been cited as an indicator of a global recession due to the fact that it may reﬂect poor global trade.
lending in December,” the New
York Times article explains. “If such
trends persist, China’s economy …
may then slow even more than
it has, further harming the many
countries that have for years relied
on China for their growth.”
The more difficult the economic
situation becomes, the harder it
will be for banks to take care of
these troubled loans, thus contributing to economic troubles.
The situation in Europe does
not look much better, as some of
the biggest banks in Europe are
underperforming. Most notably,
Deutsche Bank’s shares dropped a
record low, closing at $16.88 on Feb.
8, raising concerns as to whether
Germany’s biggest bank—along

with others on the continent—can
sustain the economic strains.
Even with the case of the United
States and the Federal Reserve, the
issue is somewhat complicated.
Because the interest rates were just
raised after prolonged deliberation,
it may be more difficult for Yellen to
admit that the move was a mistake.
The last thing worth considering
is the Baltic Dry Index, which helps
assess the costs of transporting
materials by sea.
In recent months, the BDI went
from bad to worse. Though the index has been going up and down
for years, the 2016 graphs are showing the index at its five year low,
currently standing at 293 points in
comparison to the 1,200 points of

August 2015.
As the Daily Reckoning explains, people often glance over
the BDI without giving it much
thought. But because it is not easily
influenced by individuals, it is a fair
indicator of how the global economy is doing. Based on this explanation and BDI’s recent numbers,
the economy does not seem to be
doing well at all. The author of the
article puts the situation in simple
terms: “shipping rates are plunging because the global economy
is too.”
While it is hard to predict
whether a recession will happen
anytime soon—if at all—the aforementioned circumstances point to
economic troubles ahead.

Department of Labor reports increased unemployment in February
BY VICKIE SAVVIDES
STAFF WRITER

According to an analysis report
released by the Department of Labor, the number of Americans filing for unemployment benefits has
increased by more than 8,000 within
the first week of February.
The data suggests that 2016 has
faced a slower start in the labor market in comparison to the past few
years due to economic slowdown in
the stock market.
The report indicates that as of
this year, there has been a 218-percent jump in job cuts by employers
based in the United States. The layoffs were concentrated in the energy
and retail employment sectors.
The increase in layoffs is due to
the slow economic growth experienced by the United States. It is
reported that in the fourth quarter,
the economy grew 0.7 percent, a
very minute increase comparative
to years before.
The initial claims for state unemployment benefits drastically
increased by 8,000 to 285,000 for the
week of Jan. 30.
The claims for state unemployment continued to remain under
the 300,000 mark, for the 48th week
in a row.
This is cited to be the longest reigning period of time that
unemployment has remained
under 300,000.
One source of strain on economic growth is the decrease in capital
spending by energy companies.
With fallen gas and oil prices as well
as “inventory destocking” by businesses, there are numerous, evident
sources of decline.
Additionally, the stock market
has simultaneously faced decline
due to fear of economic instability
across the globe.
Downward economic trends
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The Department of Labor reported that the energy sector will cut an estimated 20,246 jobs, 1,682 more than reported in December.
have been evidenced by the global
outplacement consultancy Challenger, Gray & Christmas Inc.
The career-placement firm reported that 75,114 job cuts were
documented by employers last
month. This is an increase from the
December low of 23,622. Additionally, the job cuts in January were
the highest logged since July 2015.
This is a negative statistic for the first
month of the year.
Chris Rupkey, chief economist at
MUFG Union Bank in New York, released the following statement with
regards to the pending economic
troubles, “The future is somewhat
darker ... the labor market may be
past its peak for this cycle. It looks
like the labor market has scaled

back its rapid advance last month.”
National retailers have announced their plans to remove
approximately 22,246 jobs from
their payrolls.
This number is the highest documented since January 2009, amidst
the recession of 2008. Walmart, the
chain of international retail stores
specializing in food, technology,
clothing, etc., announced plans to
close 269 stores worldwide, cutting
more than 10,000 jobs in the United
States alone.
Firms in the energy sector plan
to cut 20,246 jobs, 1,682 more than
reported in December. This is likely
due to decreased energy costs.
The third report developed by
the United States Commerce De-

partment recorded that new orders
for manufactured goods dropped by
2.9 percent in December after falling by a 0.7-percentage rate in November. This is cited to be the largest
drop in a single year.
The value of the dollar also fell to
a three-month low over the course
of time. This change is due to investors pulling back in anticipation of
decline. As stocks plunged in trading, the United States government’s
debt turned to a rise.
Additionally, in the fourth quarter, the price of labor per output
increased 4.5-percent. This is the
fastest recorded rate in a year. Labor
rate rose 2.4-percent in 2015, the
highest rate in nine years.
Farm productivity also faced a

decline at a 3.0-percentage rate.
The decline of a 3.0-percentage rate
is the largest drop recorded after a
whole year, after it was reported to
have risen at a 2.1-percent rate.
The rate of productivity only grew
by 0.6 percent in 2015, recorded to
be the smallest gain in three years.
The rate’s annual increase is recorded at less than 1.0 percent for
each of the past five years. This is
accredited to the lack of investment
from citizens of the United States.
All productivity rates reflect
the decrease in GDP growth. The
change from then to 2016, though, is
indicative of decline.
Although the statistics are comprehensively recorded, some economists, such as Rob Martin of Barclays, feel that the judgment made
thus far cannot be accurate until
more time has progressed.
He stated the following, “To date,
even taking the recent rise as given,
the increase (in claims) is not sufficient to change our view that the
expansion remains intact and that
the economy is far from recession.
Claims are very volatile.”
The reason that many economists are unsure of the permanence
of the downward layoff trend is due
to the conditions of January.
The impact of the blizzard on the
Northeastern coast of the United
States in the middle of the month
has contributed to the layoffs.
The increase in losses in the energy industry is also linked to the
decrease. In addition, economists
link the post-seasonal job season to
the month’s decline.
Economists also suggest that
the Federal Reserve will probably
not raise interest rates in March. Although the Central Bank raised its
short-term interest rate in December for the first time in nearly a decade, it is not unclear whether or not
the Fed will raise it again.
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Arts & Style
An American classic brings abstract techniques to the MoMA
DAVID CARDONA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Jackson Pollock is a stereotype.
He is the type of artist who has
been spoofed in nearly all forms of
media. The most recent of which is
in the movie: The Lady in the Van
(2015), directed by Nicholas Hytner, with Maggie Smith and Alex
Jennings as the two leads. In a particular scene, Smith’s character, a
homeless old woman living out of
her van, is splattering the surface
of her car with paint as her neighbors watch in silence. One of the
neighbors standing idly makes
a remark about her work, saying
“Jackson Pollock himself could not
have done it better. Even with a pan
scrub,” reaffirming the idea that
anyone can reproduce Pollock’s
style, and that every day household
items can be used to achieve it.
The style in which Pollock is
known for popularizing is called
drip painting, an abstract form of
painting, and is the first American
art style to gain critical acclaim at
the international level. It’s seen as
as an aggressive style of painting,
demonstrating not only the artist’s
ambition to create something ambiguous but also to show the actual
process of painting the piece. The
streaks of paint across the canvas
show in extreme detail the furiousness of the process. The further
the dots are spread, the faster the
brush moves.
When compared to artists such
as Salvador Dali and his surreal
landscapes, Vincent Van Gogh with
his vibrant colors or Pablo Picasso
and his provocative and intimate
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Pablo Picasso, Joan Miro and Max Ernst are a few of the many artists who inﬂuenced James Pollock’s techniques.
figures, Pollock’s work is very unorthodox. Pollock stands-out from
the crowd because of the one
thing not present in his paintings:
solid figurines. While Dali, Van
Gogh and Picasso all have solid
figurines in their portraits, always
giving something for someone to
latch onto, their paintings have
a center.
This is absent in Pollock’s work.
Instead of having a piece in the
painting for the eye to catch, the
viewer is given a piece without a
center. This has led to many different interpretations of his work,
some calling the energy found in
his work reminiscent of the energy
found in the hustle and bustle of

the modern city. A good example
of this technique in practice is titled “There Were Seven in Eight “
(1945). He spent months painting
the image, but only at the end did
he draw the black “veil” that breaks
the piece into smaller fragments.
Among the colors are images of
snakes, eyes and faces. The black
lines fragmenting the piece prevent a focal point from emerging,
instead forcing the viewer to find
their own focal point within all the
energy that is emitted from the canvas. These motifs will go on to become staples in Pollock’s more famous work, especially in his works
of drip painting.
The Museum of Modern Art, a

place Pollock visited on numerous
occasions for inspirational purposes, is holding an exhibition of some
of his most beloved work. The exhibit, titled: Jackson Pollock: A Collection Survey 1934-1954, captures
the artists career from his days as a
young man to the last years of his
life—a life cut short at the tragically
young age of 44—is a not only a
perfect memorial for Pollock’s life
and work but is also a perfect representation of the artist’s journey;
the journey an artist must go on to
uncover his or her unique voice.
From mildly human-like figures to
the completely abstract, modern
art is much more physiological
than traditional art. It requires the

viewer to reflect on the images on
the canvas, rather than just admiring the scenery or admiring the
artist’s use of color.
One of his most famous pieces, a one titled “One: Number 31,
1950,” is considered by many art
critics to be one of the most important pieces in drip-art history. The
canvas, hanging among other notable drip-art pieces by Pollock, is
one of the largest on which he ever
worked. The shapes found within
the painting, intentional or not,
have been described as having the
flickering forms and infinite depths
of the cosmos. It is nearly impossible to stand in the presence of
such a unique piece of art and not
be moved by it. It is difficult to focus one’s attention onto one part
of the piece. While looking at one
spot too long, another part of the
picomes to life.
A big part of Pollock’s work is
the process. Not only did he want
to explore the complete freedom
drip painting gave art, but he
wanted to show people the process he went through while working on the paintings. On a few of
the pieces hanging in the gallery
it is easy to spot moments where
improvisation took the wheel.
In “Number 1A, 1948,” Pollock’s
fingerprints can easily be seen in
the upper right hand corner of the
canvas. It is difficult to determine
the thought that went into making the artistic decision, but when
it comes to Pollock, his reasoning
can be just as elusive as his work.
The exhibition at the MoMA will
be on display until May 1.

NYFWM lacks variety as designers present their similar collections
BY SUMIT POUDYAL
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

When one considers the spirit of
meninism (word of the week), Instagram stuff-strutters with hair in
all shades (cue The New York Times’
infatuation for Tyler Oakley’s hair
that led to the now-infamous proclamation of the Age of the GrayHaired Millennial) and an element
of the theater, New York Fashion
Week: Men’s disappointed not a bit.
However, in the saga of sartorial experimentation that, many believed,
did not fairly appreciate the craft of
men’s clothing, the second installation of the fashion week will—notwithstanding the fact that it presented for the first time a fall-winter
collection—probably go down as
a footnote.
This fashion week might have
failed to whet the appetites of rebelliously adventurous, but it was
a silent victory for the traditionally adventurous. Joseph Abboud,
Tommy Hilfiger and Todd Snyder
put on brilliant displays of dignified
Americana.
Abboud, whose last show was
spring 2001, presented, in his
words, an American take on Savile Row, marrying the earthy tones
with an explosion of patterns that
went well beyond the safe herringbone, plaid, stripes and paisley. The
double-breasted waistcoats, some
lapelled, combined with patterned
shirts and ascots lent, surprisingly,
a whiff of youth to the ensembles.
Abboud’s show also, arguably, featured the most number of hats—
staple of New York street style—on
any runway during the week.
Hilfiger, of course, went IvyLeague chic, the collection dominated by navies, crimsons, yellows
and reds. The military overcoat in
navy blue, with red lining on the
exaggerated lapel that added an
informal touch, was one of the few

relaxed constructions Tommy put
out. The sweaters and cardigans
split patterns and colors, adding
fun to the rather somber tones
of gray and black. Todd Snyder
presented a rather eclectic collection: from neat sport jackets to
fluffy long coats and quilted tops
of several types—jackets, pullovers
and bombers.
Speaking of bombers, Public
School presented those in a variety
of palettes—blue, black and military green. Besides the public-first
showing, a novelty, the designer
duo shared with the other designers at the week themes of oversized
jackets and a proclivity for belted
tops. In fact, Public School played
it pretty safe with two-tiered belts,
tied snugly over the military-style
pants; Todd Snyder, Billy Reid
and Ovadia and Sons looped belts
around cardigans and jackets, a
flourish almost reminiscent of

Siki Im won high praise
with both the construction
and material. Done in
mostly blavk, Siki
Im’s versatility was
evident in the
lengths and fabric
compositions. There were
a few bloodreds, some
tops with zippers going
sidewise from the ribcage
and unconstructed long tops
with sharp geometry
below the waistlines.

smoking jackets of the yesteryear.
Tim Coppens and Devon Halfnight LeFlufy went bold with both
color and construction. The Belgian-born Coppens presented both
women’s and men’s at the week, a
nod to the quite notable gendermixing trend from the European
men’s fashion weeks. His collection brought together voluminous
coats in military styles and colors.
The snug bombers and bright ensembles were admittedly inspired
by Danny Boyle’s Trainspotting—
tartan outerwear, lacing details on
bombers and colorful sparrows
embroidered on jacket shoulders.
Loose-fitting pants and black
shoes were the staple at Coppens’s
“Acid” show.
Devon Halfnight LeFlufy also
brought on a few female models
on the runway. The Canadianborn designer (the name is real,
by the way), recognized by some

as the breakout star of the week,
thanks in part to his being shortlisted for the 2015 LVMH Prize,
went with a North-American look,
in white and yellow. His was more
of an industrial–Mad Max aesthetic, with washed-out tanks over
T-shirts, lace tops (for men), relaxed pants and voluminous coats
on women.
Siki Im won high praise with
both the construction and material. Done in mostly black, Siki
Im’s versatility was evident in the
lengths and fabric compositions.
There were a few bloodreds, some
tops with zippers going sidewise
from the ribcage and unconstructed long tops with sharp geometry
below the waistline.
Duckie Brown went ultra-minimal with a coterie of eight models
presenting only eight ensembles;
even the venerated Bill Cunningham admitted that he had “never

seen anything like it before.” Done
in mostly earthy tones, Duckie
went with a balance of volume and
loose construction.
The more mainstream Michael
Kors went fluffy, another major
trend at the week. The collection
balanced the variously long coats
in shades of tan, furry accents on
down jackets and fur lapels on
a tartan overcoat with crisp and
form-fitting sweaters, suit jackets and, of course, bombers. A
dark peacoat employed colorblocking around the waist and a
few boucle coats were armed with
fuzzy charm.
Of course, it is convenient,
sometimes fashionable, to dismiss
the labor of love that goes into the
art of couture. The men’s fashion
week was hardly groundbreaking, but one cannot quite deny
that a few nods and winks can
change things.
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Public School designers, Maxwell Osborne and Dao-Yi Chow, won menswear designers of the year in 2013.
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Science & Technology
Caltech researchers find evidence of ninth planet beyond Pluto
BY YING LI
STAFF WRITER

In 2003, astronomer Michael
E. Brown discovered an object beyond Pluto. His discovery made
scientists question what defines
a planet, resulting in Pluto being
downgraded to a dwarf planet and
the solar system was left with only
eight planets. Many more objects
with a similar makeup as Pluto
were found, and scientist named
the area in which they were located
the Kuiper Belt.
Recently, researchers from
California Institute of Technology,
commonly referred to as Caltech,
found evidence of a “real” ninth
planet that is located around the
Kuiper Belt.
This planet, nicknamed Planet
Nine, would have a mass 10 times
greater than Earth, and an orbit
that is 20 times further than Neptune’s. It is predicted that this
planet would take around 10,000
to 20,000 years to orbit around the
Sun. The planet would be 5,000
times the mass of Pluto and hold
gravitational dominance among
its neighbors. Planet Nine would
have a similar planetary make up
as Neptune and Uranus.
Researchers Konstantin Batygin
and Brown discovered Planet Nine
through modeling and simulations,
but the actual planet has yet to be
observed. The planet, according to
Batygin and Brown, can help explain the mysterious orbital movements that occur in the Kuiper Belt.
The study for the ninth planet
began in 2014 when a former postdoctorate candidate of Brown’s,
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Brown and Batygin discovered a possible ninth planet in the Kuiper Belt. Brown is also responsible for reclassifying Pluto.
Chad Trujillo and his colleague
Scott Sheppard published a paper
noting that 13 objects in the Kuiper
Belt have a unique orbital pattern.
They suggested the presence of a
ninth planet to explain the mysterious orbital patterns. Although
Brown did not believe in this prediction, his interest was piqued
with this discovery. Brown, along
with Batygin, continued to research
the orbital patterns.
After some research and observation, they quickly discovered
that six out of the 13 objects have
an orbital pattern that points in the
same directions.
The discovery came as a surprise to both scientists because
objects in the outer area of the so-

lar system move at different rates.
Brown stated that the odds of finding objects that behaved like these
six are one in 100.
The orbits of the six objects were
all tilted in the same way, 30 degrees downward, which is the same
direction as the eight known planets that make up the solar system.
This lowers the probability of finding objects that behave like these
six to 0.007 percent. The only solution to these odd orbital behaviors
is an outside force that forces these
object to tilt.
Two possibilities were researched. First, the researchers
delved into a possible existence of
an object within the Kuiper Belt that
would have the gravitational force

to hold these clustered together.
However, this possibility was ruled
out because it would mean that the
Kuiper Belt would be bigger than
scientists predicted.
The second possibility was a
planet. Brown and Batygin ran simulations of a possible planet that
orbits around the cluster, but it did
not produce the same orbital pattern that was previously observed.
Accidently, Brown and Batygin
simulated a massive planet in an
anti-aligned orbit, or an orbit which
the planet’s closest approach to the
sun is 180 degrees across from the
other objects and known planets’
closest approach to the sun. The
distant Kuiper Belt objects in the
simulation have the alignment that

was previously observed.
As soon as the scientists saw the
results, Brown thought, “This orbital geometry can’t be right. This
can’t be stable over the long term
because, after all, this would cause
the planet and these objects to
meet and eventually collide.”
Somehow, Planet Nine was
able to maintain an anti-aligned
orbit and avoided collision with
objects in the Kuiper Belt. Brown
explained that energy transfers between the objects and the planet
when they passed by each other
kept the objects aligned with some
periodic pushes.
The researchers are still skeptical when it comes to these possibilities, but after more research,
this ninth planet helps explain two
other mysterious movements that
were observed.
In 2003, an object named Sedna was gravitationally kicked by
Neptune and then pushed back
into orbit. Similarly, Trujillo and
Sheppard observed an object that
behaved similar to Sedna, named
2012 VP113. There are other similar objects present in the Kuiper
Belt, the behavior of which can
be explained by the presence of a
ninth planet.
Currently, Brown, Batygin and
fellow colleagues are still researching the ninth planet. Hopefully,
when the planet orbits closer to
the Sun, telescopes will be able to
capture images that would prove
this theory.
If there is a ninth planet waiting to be discovered, our solar
system will have nine planets
once again.

XCOM 2 releases with intense gameplay and major class overhauls
BY CALVIN RONG
STAFF WRITER

The long-awaited sequel to the
2012 remake of XCOM: Enemy
Unknown was released on Feb. 5
on Windows, Mac OS and Linux.
Following in its predecessor’s footsteps, XCOM 2 offers its masochistic players the same intense, turnbased tactical gameplay that all
players love.
Taking place 20 years after the
events of Enemy Within, Enemy
Unknown’s expansion, Earth has
lost its fights against the aliens and
now the aliens control the entirety
of the planet through a puppet
government called Advent.
Advent operates as a totalitarian
government where civilians are fed
pro-alien propaganda on a daily
basis and cities are marked with
constant checkpoints. While the
aliens have built lavish cities and
advanced humanity’s technology,
something sinister lurks beneath.
XCOM is no longer the multinational organization it was in
the first game, turning into a rallying point for the unorganized and
scattered human resistance movement. XCOM fights as an insurgency, working to uncover what the
aliens are hiding and to strike back
against Earth’s occupation.
Instead of choosing a base at the
beginning of the game in XCOM:
Enemy Unknown, XCOM 2 has the
Avenger, a giant floating mobile
fortress of a ship. The ship allows
XCOM to conduct its battle across
the globe.
Throughout the game, the
player will be stretched thin moving the avenger to stop retaliation
efforts and launch strikes against
the aliens. The situation becomes
overwhelming very quickly due to
the high stakes of the game, as failure of any mission can lead to massive repercussions. Like any XCOM

game, the possibility of death
and losing the game lurks around
every corner.
The theme of insurgency fighting permeates across all aspects
of the game. The squad the player
commands no longer has the aesthetic and polish that would come
from a multinational organization,
but a Spartan, bare bones version
with revealed wires and structural
components out in the open.
The concealment mechanics provide the feeling of taking
the fight to the aliens. Even the
soldiers themselves are made
to be more mobile than their
previous counterparts.
In terms of gameplay, XCOM 2
offers vast innovations while still
sticking to the XCOM formula.
The most notable change in
gameplay is the concealment
phase. Most missions will start with
the entire squad in concealment.
There is now a red zone around the
enemies as they patrol the area,
and if one of the squad members
shoots or is caught in the red zone
area, the concealment breaks. This
allows for satisfying ambushes and
well-timed attacks by setting up
over watch, a key skill in the entire
XCOM franchise that allows the
soldiers to fire back at the first target in their line of sight.
If planned out well enough—
and the player is lucky enough—
most enemies can be killed within
the first few turns. Compared
to the previous game’s tactic of
inching across the map until a
pack of aliens see you and then
run for cover, this new mechanic
makes the game more fast-paced
and enjoyable.
XCOM 2 ups the ante for both
the players and their enemies.
While the soldier classes are
stronger with extremely powerful
abilities late in their tech trees, the
aliens are just as powerful.
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Besides oﬀering major improvements to the concealment phase, XCOM 2 ups the ante for both the player and the aliens.
Powerful abilities such as mind
control seen only in the later parts
of XCOM now appear in the early
stages of XCOM 2. Powerful armored mechanical walkers and
strange aliens come large early in
the game. When the player can finally unlock their most powerful
abilities, the aliens will be sending
in stronger forces than previously
seen in the XCOM series. This ensures that combat will be equally
difficult throughout the game.
Changes to the class system are
another innovation. Ranger class
replaces the assault class of the
previous game. The ranger class
focuses on either manipulating the
concealment mechanical, becoming a very mobile and sneaky killer
on the field or becoming a crazed
blade-wielding death machine that

can chain machete strikes to wipe
out all of its enemies.
The sharpshooter class received
a major overhaul in XCOM 2. In the
previous game, sharpshooters were
sedentary soldiers, only becoming
useful once they were in a good position because they could not shoot
their sniper rifle and move on the
same turn.
Now the sharpshooters have use
of their pistol, making them more
useful throughout the game. The
sharpshooter can now move and
over watch with their pistol at the
same time. The gunslinger tech tree
allows the sharpshooter to become
more versatile and mobile than
ever before.
Despite its improvements,
the game is not without its
launch problems.

The game still suffers from lineof-sight issues from the previous
game such as shooting through
walls instead of windows and
doors, the soldiers being unable
to target the giant alien standing
behind them and other annoying
bugs that will either be fixed with a
patch or by some mod.
Even with these issues, the
game is still extremely enjoyable.
It offers fast-paced and satisfying
gameplay. The game does feel overwhelming and it is a lot to take in at
once, but that is to be expected of
an XCOM game. The game feels like
every second there is something of
the utmost important to do. It is
like having a really fun constant
anxiety attack.
XCOM 2 is now available on
Steam and Amazon for $59.99.
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U.S. gun homicide rate highest among high-income countries
BY JOSEPH ESPOSITO
BUSINESS EDITOR

Violent, firearm-related deaths
in the United States are at disproportional levels when compared
to other high-income countries,
according to a study published
in the American Journal of Medicine. The study aims to illustrate
how severe gun-related deaths are
damaging to public health in the
United States.
According to the data collected,
the U.S. firearm death rate has remained the same while the rate
in other high-income countries
has decreased.
Researchers from the University of Nevada in Reno, and the
Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health looked at data collected
by the World Health Organization
in 2010.
The data collected represented
violent deaths in 23 high-income
countries as defined by the World
Bank. The countries data were
drawn from included Australia,
Austria, Belgium, Canada, Czech
Republic, Denmark, Finland,
France, Germany, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Korea, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway,
Portugal, Slovak Republic, Spain,
Sweden and the United Kingdom.
Researchers analyzed the data
and found that overall U.S. homicide rates were seven times higher
than all the other high-income
countries represented in the study.
The study claims that this phenomenon is due to the U.S. gun
homicide rate, which, on average,
is 25.2 times higher than other
high-income country.
The study divided violent death
data into age categories. For 15-to
24-year-olds, the 2010 gun homicide rates were 49 times higher in
the United States than other and
aggregate of all other countries ex-

amined in the study, debatably the
most shocking statistic produced
by this study.
Homicide is the second-leading
cause of death for this age group.
It is also the third-leading cause
of death for 25-to-34-year-olds
in the United States. For this second age group, the risk of dying
from a gun-related homicide is 32
times higher.
According to a study by Lisa M.
Hepburn of the Harvard School of
Public Health, the high gun homicide rate in the United States
may have an influence on the U.S.
non-gun homicide rate, which is
also high.
The study that examines the
2010 data from the World Health
Organization references Hepburn’s research, and states, “[O]
ffenders take into account the
threat posed by their adversaries.
Individuals are more likely to have
lethal intent if they anticipate that
their adversaries will be armed.
Under dangerous circumstances,
offenders are more likely to kill
adversaries to eliminate the risk of
retaliation. Research suggests that
during assaults, offenders are more
likely to kill adversaries who pose a
greater threat.”
The study delves into the fact
that, though the overall suicide
rate in the United States is slightly
below the average of the other
22 high-income nations—with
eight high-income nations having a higher suicide rate—the gun
suicide rate is much higher in the
United States.
Specifically, 50 percent of all
suicides in the United States are
gun suicides, while the average
gun suicide rate of other highincome nations is only 5 percent.
The U.S. gun suicide rate is almost
twice as high as the country with
the second-highest rate, Finland.
In 2013, based on an execu-
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People between the ages of 35 and 64 have the highest ﬁrearm death rates, whereas children up to age 14 have the lowest.
tive order from President Barack
Obama, the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention conducted
a study regarding gun violence.
The research found that, “Between the years 2000 and 2010,
firearm-related suicides significantly outnumbered homicides for
all age groups, annually accounting for 61 percent of the more than
335,600 people who died from
firearm-related violence in the
United States.”
In the study, one of the authors,
David Hemenway, Ph.D., Professor of Health Policy at Harvard T.H.
Chan School of Public Health, attributes the higher gun suicide rate
in the United States to higher accessibility to guns when compared
to other countries.
“Differences in overall suicide rates across cities, states
and regions in the United States
are best explained not by differ-

Lawmakers attack COP21 agreement
BY MARIA MARKOWICZ
SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY EDITOR

On Dec. 12, 2015, the COP21
climate meeting concluded as
representatives from 196 nations
voted on an agreement that would
help lessen the impact of climate
change, thus pledging to adapt
the necessary changes in their
respective nations.
Conservation
International,
an U.S. nonprofit environmental
organization, hailed the deal as
“the single most important collective action for addressing climate
change ever agreed upon.”
Yet, despite global governments
hailing the deal as a step forward,
U.S. lawmakers criticized the terms
of the agreement, calling it “a bad
deal for America.”
First, the nations pledged to
limit global rise in average temperature to 2 degrees Celsius,
though the actual goal stands at
1.5 degrees Celsius. Second, each
country is required to limit their
greenhouse gas reduction. Third,
the developed countries agreed to
provide $100 billion a year to the
developing countries in order to
help fund their effort to meet the
terms of the agreement.
Each country is required to release a periodic report on its progress toward achieving the goals
established at the conference. This
will ensure that each country is
abiding by the pledges their leaders made. The requirement might
have been directed at the developing countries in order to ensure
that their share of the $100 billion
is used to reduce carbon emissions.
On Dec. 12, President Barack
Obama delivered a statement on
the Paris Climate Agreement.
“The Paris Agreement established the enduring framework the
world needs to solve the climate
crisis,” Obama said in his speech.

ences in mental health, suicide
ideation or even suicide attempts,
but by availability of firearms,” the
research states.
No definite figure exists, but
there are believed to be roughly 300
million guns in the United States,
or one gun per person. Roughly
100 million of those are handguns.
Research by the CDC indicates
that handguns are responsible for
87 percent of violent crimes in the
United States.
When it comes to gun violence
in the United States, many point to
the all-too-frequent mass shootings that occur. The fact is that
mass shooting-related injuries and
deaths account for a very small
fraction of total gun violence in the
United States.
The CDC research conducted
under executive order claimed
that, “The number of public mass
shootings of the type that occurred

UK permits gene-editing
of human embryos
BY VICTORIA MERLINO
STAFF WRITER
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According to Smith, Obama’s promise was a “bad deal for America.”
“From Alaska to the Gulf Coast, to
the Great Plains, we’ve partnered
with local leaders, we’re working
to help their communities protect themselves from some of the
most immediate impacts of the
changing climate.”
As an attempt to ward off climate
change opponents, Obama pointed
out that the effort increased the
amount of jobs available.
“We’ve seen the longest streak
of private sector job creation in
our history. We’ve driven our economic output to an all-time high,
while driving our pollution down
to lowest levels in two decades,”
Obama said.
A Committee on Science, Space
and Technology held a hearing on
Feb. 2, in which Chairman Lamar
Smith made a statement on how
the deal affects the U.S. economy.
His claims contrasted those made
by Obama in December.
Smith claimed that the pledge
Obama made would increase electricity costs, ration energy and slow
economic growth. He also claimed
that Americans would not produce
any environmental benefits by upholding the pledge.
Some witnesses raised concerns as to whether Obama held

the legal authority to sign the
agreement, claiming that it would
first have to pass through the Senate before any changes were implemented. Their argument stems
from two facts: the monetary contribution to the cause, as well as
the desired effect.
The United States is required
to contribute to the $100 billion
fund for the developing countries,
which will come from taxpayers.
The second issue that the witnesses raised was the effectiveness of the agreement. According
to the statistics mentioned during the hearing, Obama’s pledge
would only prevent a temperature
rise of one-fiftieth in the next 85
years. The sea level rise would be
reduced by mere one-hundredth
of an inch.
But these points overlooked
a major element of the agreement—the United States is not
the only country that is contributing to the cause. With the dedication of each country involved,
achieving the goal seems much
more plausible.
“No nation, not even one as
powerful as ours, can solve this
challenge alone,” Obama said in
his speech.

at Sandy Hook Elementary School
accounted for a very small fraction of all firearm-related deaths,”
adding, “Since 1983 there have
been 78 events in which 4 or more
individuals were killed by a single
perpetrator in 1 day in the United
States, resulting in 547 victims and
476 injured persons.”
This is still a small number compared to the 335,000 gun deaths
between 2000 and 2010.
Data from the CDC shows that,
in 2013, only 1.3 percent of all
deaths in the United States were
related to firearms.
The authors of the study close
the research by stating that the
United States “suffers disproportionately from firearms compared
with other high-income countries. These results are consistent
with the hypothesis that our firearms are killing us rather than
protecting us.”

A British scientist was given the greenlight to use a new
genome-editing technique on
human embryos.
“The Human Fertilisation and
Embryology Authority has approved a research application
from the Francis Crick Institute to
use new ‘gene-editing’ techniques
on human embryos,” the lab of
Kathy Niakan, Ph.D., announced
on Feb. 1.
Niakan—the stem cell researcher from London’s Francis Crick Institute—will use a
technique known as CRISPR or
CRISPR-Cas9 to carry out the experiments, which involve cutting
and pasting DNA strands with extreme precision. While most gene
therapy revolves around editing
adult human tissue that cannot
propagate and dies with the patient, the CRISPR method can edit
DNA with human eggs, sperm and
embryos. This would lead to lasting consequences for the patient’s
offspring, with each child showcasing whatever edits were made
to their parent’s DNA.
These experiments work in
accordance with the moratorium. Last December, it was
concluded that changing the human genes could have extreme
consequences.
The announcement came on
the heels of the April 2015 embryo experiment in China that
attempted to correct a defective
gene in what was the first known
use of the CRISPR technology on
human embryos. Though ethically defensible, as each embryo
proved to have a fatal defect, the
technique became questionable
as the experiment was not carried

out without flaws.
Niakan, however, has stated
that she will let the embryos expire
after seven days, and that there is
no intention to implant the altered
embryos into a womb.
Niakan’s experiments mark a
progression toward a greater level
of understanding human developmental biology. Though her
research has no specific target for
medical treatment, she hopes that
by increasing the understanding
of these human embryos and their
gene processes, it will lead to better treatment of infertility.
The first gene she will research is called Oct4, a gene that
she believes has crucial effects
on early human fetal development. It is possible that treatments developed from this research could be applied to the
general populace without the use
of CRISPR.
British researchers made incredible strides in reproductive
biology, in no small part due to the
U.S. congressional ban on government-funded research in which a
human embryo is destroyed. Britain has an impressive show of past
embryonic biology accomplishments, including the first test-tube
baby and embryonic stem cells.
Gene-editing has a chance of
creating “designer babies,” or children whose characteristics can
be picked and chosen by parents.
This goes deeper than just superficial appearances, as gene-editing
could be used to combat diseases
at the genome level. As Niakan
conducts her research, there will
be many forthcoming opportunities to investigate human developmental biology, and what further consequences will come with
humanity’s interest in editing its
own genes.
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Sports
Baruch swimmers rally back to take second at CUNYAC finals
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
Baruch and Lehman mens’
teams both scored 500 points,
trailing CSI’s 568 points. For the
women’s teams, the Hunter Hawks
scored 552 points.
Senior captain Jacky Lau led
the attack for the Bearcats with
45 individual points, including
two first-place finishes in back-toback events in the 100-yard freestyle and the 200-yard backstroke.
On the second day, Lau also anchored the relay in the 800-yard
freestyle event, which was the
only relay event that the Bearcats
won. The Bearcats were also the
only team where each swimmer
in the relay recorded less than two
minutes per leg.
Freshman Wendy Ambrosio led
the Lady Bearcats with 44 individual points and set the tone early by
winning gold in the first individual
event of the championships: the
500-yard freestyle. Ambrosio also
shined in the meet’s longest event,
the 1,650-yard freestyle, in which
she finished with a time of 20:24.83.
Hunter’s own freshman, Irene Collins was the only other swimmer to
finish within a minute to Ambrosio
in the distance event but was unable to keep up with the necessary
pace to pull off the upset. Despite
the major victory, Ambrosio’s performance is not surprising because
she had already been dominating
the endurance-heavy events from
the beginning of the season. Since
the earlier meets, Ambrosio had
quickly made a name for herself
as the team’s go-to swimmer in the
distance freestyles.

BARUCH SPORTS INFORMATION

From Feb. 5 to Feb. 7, the Baruch men’s and women’s swimming teams competed at Lehman in the CUNYAC championships.
Senior captain Rose Lee also
had a standout performance to
give the Bearcats a fighting chance
throughout the competition. After
winning two silver medals in the
400- and 200-yard medley relay
and bronze in the 200-yard freestyle, Lee captured her first gold in
the same event that she won in the
championships last year: the 100yard backstroke. Hunter’s Madeline Hew came close to stealing the
first place glory, staying neck-andneck with Lee through the final
stretch, but ultimately touched the
wall 0.52 seconds too late of Lee’s
1:04.24 finishing time.
Although Baruch was winless

in all of the relay events on the first
day, both the men’s and women’s
teams generated strong individual
performances that kept them a
force to be reckoned with heading into Saturday’s competition.
After the first day of the CUNYAC
championships, the Baruch men’s
and women’s team stood in third
and fourth place respectively in
the team rankings. The College of
Staten Island was the frontrunner
for the men’s, leading by 18 points.
Hunter was ahead of the women’s
teams by 16 points.
On the second day of the championships, Lee, Amy Sung, Yee
Phang and Ambrosio opened up

Knicks woes trigger sense of urgency
BY MICHAEL FRIEDLICH
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The recent firing of New York
Knicks coach Derek Fisher after
losing nine of their last 10 games
and five games in a row, jeopardizing any chance to make the
playoffs, highlights that the Knicks
need to do something to improve
the team. Especially with the pressure that comes with being in New
York, the Knicks need to make
some improvements this summer
to turn around their lackluster
performance while they still have
their star player, Carmelo Anthony. Anthony is only getting older,
and next year he will be in the third
year of his five-year contract.
But the Knicks are now starting
to see some light at the end of the
tunnel with the 7-foot-3 Latvian,
Kristaps Porzingis. Phil Jackson,
president of the Knicks, has already helped tremendously with
the acquisition of Porzingis, and it
is said that his future potential will
draw players to the Knicks. Jackson may also draw free agents because of his prowess as he coached
his way to 11 championships
with the Los Angeles Lakers and
Chicago Bulls.
One such example can be seen
recently in Kevin Durant, one of
the best players in the NBA. Last
month, the day before he was
scheduled to play the Knicks in
Madison Square Garden, Durant
referred to Porzingis, “like a unicorn in this league,” praising his
ability to defend, block shots and
shoot from long distance, an unprecedented skill for someone
over 7-feet tall. When the team
drafted Porzingis, and when people did not think he would pan
out, Durant told former Knicks
coach Fisher that he liked Porzingis and that it was a great pick.
His comments seem to convey to

everyone that he is seriously considering signing with the Knicks
this offseason.
However, while the Knicks do
have some cap space, they may not
have enough cap space this summer to sign Durant and keep some
of their better players. They would
probably have to get rid of Arron
Afflalo and Derrick Williams, who
have provided a scoring option for
the Knicks when Porzingis and Anthony are off the court. Additionally, if the Knicks keep bench players Langston Galloway and Lance
Thomas and still get Durant, they
would not be able to get anyone
else. If the Knicks hope to get any
top-tier free agents this summer,
they will need to shed some cap to
make that happen.
Although Porzingis and the
big-city life of New York City may
help attract free agents this summer, there are many aspects of the
Knicks that make free agents look
elsewhere. Additionally, some
have said that Durant would not fit
together with Anthony and Porzingis because of their similar playing
styles. Although some may say Anthony is a draw for top free agents
who want to team up with him, Anthony’s ball-hog playing style does
not fit with many other top-class
free agents who also want the ball.
Anthony is also 31 years old and
has suffered from an ailing knee,
missing multiple games this year
because of soreness in the same
knee he had surgically repaired
last year.
Additionally, unless the Knicks
can hire a good coach, like Golden State Warriors assistant coach
Luke Walton, the Knicks’ current
coaching problem may drive free
agents away. When Warriors coach
Steve Kerr was out for about the
first half of the season, Walton had
an unbelievable record of 39-4.
Walton has a connection with Jack-

son through the Lakers, because
he played there under Jackson for
more than five years.
There has also been a lot of
debate about whether free agents
will want to go to the Knicks because of the team’s triangle offense, which some have said to
be a very complicated system that
players do not like. Jackson, who
won his 11 championship titles using the triangle offense, brought it
to the Knicks when he took over as
president and hired Derek Fisher, a
former player of Jackson’s with the
Lakers.
Within the last week, Rajon
Rondo, Sacramento Kings point
guard, said that he would not be
interested in going to the Knicks
in free agency this summer because, “the triangle’s really not a
good look for me,” as reported by
ESPN. This is disconcerting to the
Knicks, considering their desperate need for better point-guard
play and the fact that more players
could possibly be thinking the very
same thing.
However, Mike Conley, point
guard for the Memphis Grizzlies,
has said that he is open to looking everywhere when free agency
comes and is not opposed to the
Knicks’ triangle offense. Like Durant, Conley is also impressed
with Porzingis. After playing the
Knicks earlier this season, Conley cited that adding Porzingis
with Anthony would make them
a more threatening presence in
the NBA.
No matter what happens this
summer, Porzingis and Anthony need to get some more support from the rest of the Knicks’
players. When they are not on
the court, the Knicks’ offense is
stagnant. Hopefully, because of
Porzingis’ talent, more top-class
players will come to the Knicks
this summer.

with a tight race in the 200-yard
medley relay. The Bearcats managed to shave off 0.6 seconds in the
anchor leg, but the Hawks were still
able to edge out the Bearcats by a
mere 0.67 seconds for the gold.
Sung later captured bronze in the
400-yard individual medley and
the 100-yard breaststroke to propel
Baruch past CSI and Lehman College into second place in the standings with 271 points by the end of
Saturday’s schedule. Hunter had
also built up a sizeable lead by the
end of the evening with 81 points,
outpacing every other team.
Miguel Meza kept it close on the
men’s side in the rankings with a

breakthrough performance in the
400-yard individual medley. Despite having a seed time of 5:10.60,
Meza finished with a final time of
4:40.42 to win silver in the event.
Meza later added a third-place
finish in the 100-yard butterfly,
before earning a gold medal with
the winning 800-yard freestyle relay. Still, the men’s team struggled
and was unable to rack up enough
points to advance in the rankings.
The Bearcats trailed the second
place Lehman College Lightning
319 to 370 and the CSI Dolphins
319 to 405.
On the third and final day of
the championships, both Baruch
teams were able to pick up some
ground to finish high in the standings. The men’s team returned to
action with a series of strong performances by Lau, who contributed 32 individual points on that day
alone. David Pejovic and Jonathan
Hla added to the bang with a thirdand fourth-place finish in the 100yard breaststroke.
Baruch ended up coming back
after being down 51 points to share
a second-place finish on the podium with Lehman.
Both squads will now have a
chance to rest their swimmers for
approximately two weeks before
resuming their 2015-16 campaigns
in the Metro Conference Championships, which is set to take place
at Rutgers College from Feb. 19 to
Feb. 21.
The Bearcats will then cap-off
their seasons with a final trip to
Annapolis, Maryland, in the following week to compete in the ECAC
championship tournament.
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Mets bolster roster in busy offseason, readies for playoff return

OMER SEMAN

Now that the United States’
gladiator sport has crowned a new
champion, it is time for our country’s pastime to sweep us off our feet
again. Yes, baseball is right around
the corner with pitchers and catchers reporting for spring training
this weekend. The New York Mets,
on the mend after a frustrating
World Series defeat, reloaded their
roster with offseason transactions
signaling a go-for-broke mentality.
General manager Sandy Alderson won the hearts of Mets fans at
last year’s trade deadline with the
acquisition of slugger Yoenis Cespedes. The timing could not have
been better as Travis d’Arnaud and
David Wright were summoned to
the lineup after long stints on the
disabled list, and Michael Conforto was called-up from the minor
leagues just a week earlier. Cespedes was the adrenaline shot the
team needed, giving life to a onceabysmal offense, which led the best
lineup in the National League postJuly, according to Fangraphs. That
is what makes re-signing him to a
three-year, $75-million contract
with a player opt-out clause after
the first year, a savvy move by Alderson and the Mets.
This keeps their catalyst in the
heart of the batting order, while
protecting the team from any
long-term decline in production.

“La Potencia” is entering his age30 season, when players typically
begin to fall out of their prime,
and injuries to his shoulder and
knee sustained in the postseason
may start to linger. His defense in
center field was suspect at best,
most evident in the first inning of
the Fall Classic when a lackadaisical effort on a fly ball led to an
inside-the-park home run. A gameending base running error and
flaming out at the plate left a sour
taste in some fans’ mouths, but a
repeat performance of his divisionclinching dominance will remedy
any concerns.
The Queens faithful knew that
sooner-or-later folk hero Daniel
Murphy would enter the murky
free-agency waters; they did not
expect their loathsome rivals, the
Washington Nationals, to snag

him. Electing to test the market rewarded him with $37.5 million over
three years in the nation’s capital.
The second baseman went on a
historic hot streak in the playoffs,
smacking home runs in six straight
games to earn National League
Championship Series Most Valuable Player, propelling the Mets
in October much like Cespedes
did through the summer. Yet the
boom-or-bust Murphy reverted
to his stumbling ways against the
Kansas City Royals, hitting just
3-for-20 and booting a slow roller
in the 8th inning of Game 4 to
grant the Royals a commanding 3-1
lead in the series. He will visit Citi
Field on May 17, evoking a highschool reunion and a wake at the
same time.
The Mets, having dangled Jonathon Niese as a trade chip for far

too long, sent him to the Pittsburgh
Pirates for Neil Walker to secure
a replacement for Murphy. They
settled on a one-year deal worth
$10.55 million as the team is hoping
for a cheaper version of their former infielder with similar numbers
at the plate. Walker does not have
the same discipline at the plate,
striking out every 5.5 appearances
at the dish, compared to every 14.2
looks for Murphy. But as Maria
Guardado of NJ.com reported, the
switch-hitting Walker has much
better numbers batting left-handed
than right-handed, forming an ideal platoon with Wilmer Flores, who
racked up nearly as many long balls
versus southpaws as right-handers
in 300 fewer plate appearances.
Filling out the retooled infield
is shortstop Asdrubal Cabrera
who came to terms on a two-year,
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After making some big decisions by the trade deadline last year, Alderson was praised for taking the Mets back to the playoﬀs.
This oﬀseason, the Mets got back to action with new additions in Walker (left) and Cabrera (right).

$18.5-million contract two days
after locking up Walker. Acquiring
the new double-play combination
is a preemptive attempt to fendoff any sort of regression in hitting with a minimal improvement
in defense.
Even with a modest uptick in
hits in 2015, Tejada never had the
power Cabrera brings to each atbat, power that is needed in spacious Citi Field. Any deficiencies in
the field will be covered by the best
rotation in the game.
There is plenty of depth around
the bases and bashers in the outfield, but what makes the Mets
a contender are the arms on the
mound. Matt Harvey agreed to a
$4.3-million base salary in 2016,
nearly equaling his career earnings
from baseball to date, to avoid arbitration. This gives Alderson another year to devise a feasible plan
to keep his four aces, as Jacob deGrom, Noah Syndergaard and Steven Matz may be able to negotiate
for market-value deals in the next
two years. Zack Wheeler, expected
to make his return from Tommy
John surgery on July 1, as he follows
the timetable used to ease Harvey
into action, also has the potential
to enter contract talks next offseason. Throwing out a bonafide stud
everyday with Bartolo Colon holding the fort and Jeurys Familia reprising his closer role, a one-run
deficit may be insurmountable for
any opponent.
Short-term deals allow the
Mets to maintain roster flexibility
as their payroll creeps higher each
year. Strikeout machines entering
the prime of their careers are a rare
commodity, having them for near
league-minimum salaries is unheard of.
Fans can only hope the frugal Wilpons will continue to have to write
bonus checks through to the end
of October.

Broncos outlast Panthers in battle of defenses at 2016 Super Bowl
BY MOUSTAFA ISMAIL
STAFF WRITER

In perhaps the best defensive
display in Super Bowl history, the
Denver Broncos, led by Peyton
Manning, Von Miller and the topranked defense in the NFL were
able to edge-out Cam Newton and
the equally-prestigious Carolina
Panthers defense. After a turnoverfilled affair, Denver hoisted the
Lombardi trophy thanks to a late
touchdown that cemented the
24-10 final score. Upon the final
whistle, all eyes were glued on
the 39-year-old Broncos’ signalcaller, Manning, eager for any sign
that the future first-ballot Hall of
Famer would retire. Fans were
treated to a spectacular presentation of the National Anthem from
singer Lady Gaga, as well as a fiery
halftime show thanks to Beyonce,
Bruno Mars and Coldplay. Overall, 2016’s rendition of the “big
game” was certainly one for the
history books.
The mode of Super Bowl 2016
seemed to be “less offense, more
defense.” Both clubs played a tremendous defensive game, granted the Broncos’ was far superior.
Denver’s overwhelming defensive
strength was evident early on, as
the Broncos’ defensive line, anchored by veteran DeMarcus Ware
and MVP Von Miller, manhandled
Carolina’s offensive line and gave
Newton a thrashing. The Panthers
quarterback was under duress on
nearly every snap, sacked seven
times and had fumbled the ball
twice before the end of the game.
The defensive line was complemented perfectly by a stellar performance from the Broncos secondary; veteran cornerback Aqib
Talib completely locked up the
perimeter, while a strong defensive scheme allowed for Greg Olsen, Newton’s favorite target, to be

completely neutralized. Denver
finished with 72 tackles, 10 passes
defended and 13 hits on the opposing quarterback, exactly the performance needed to stop the blossoming Panthers offense.
As for Newton, fans and mere
spectators alike could not help
but feel bad at the very least, as
the fifth year passer, who seemed
to be peaking, saw his game unravel on football’s biggest stage.
Newton seemed to lose all fundamentals early on in the game
after being rattled a few times in
the opening quarter; passes were
rushed and inaccurate, thrown
in panic with no clear target. The
overwhelmed Newton highlighted
his dismal performance perfectly
on one specific play in the fourth
quarter. With a little over four minutes left in the game, the Panthers
were down six and in the driver’s
seat to swoop-in and steal a lastminute win from the unsuspecting Denver defense. As Newton
received the snap, Miller almost
immediately crushed him; his hit
on Newton was with such force,
that the ball was dislodged. As the
ball lay on the field before Newton’s
diving reach, he had the chance to
recover the fumble and salvage
a chance to continue engineering a game winning drive; instead,
Newton seized up and watched as
multiple Broncos swarmed on the
ball, ultimately cutting the lights
on the Panthers’ dream season.
Newton’s frustration was on full
display during his post-game press
conference, as the clearly-dejected
quarterback abruptly stormedoff the podium in the middle of a
reporter’s question.
As time expired on the exhibition, the Bronco-themed, orange
and navy confetti rained on San
Francisco’s Levi’s stadium, a very
emotional moment for players on
both teams. Cameras zeroed in
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After winning the 2016 Super Bowl, Manning (top) became the NFL’s most winning quarterback, passing Favre with 200.
on a sobbing Panthers’ Josh Norman, who sat in the shadows and
watched as Miller and other Broncos cried tears of joy. A visiblyecstatic Broncos cornerback Talib
sang his own rendition of Drake’s
“Big Rings” before slipping on national television as he made his
way onto the set of NFL Network
for a post-game interview. Yet, no
storyline was greater than that of
Manning, the legend who raised
his second Lombardi Trophy in
what may have been the final game
of his historic career. When asked
if he would retire, Manning, the
oldest quarterback to ever win a
Super Bowl, put on a poker face,
responding, “You know, I’ll take
some time to reflect. I’ve got a
couple priorities first. I want to kiss
my wife and kids. I want to hug my
family. I’m going to drink a lot of
Budweiser tonight, Tracy. I promise you that. I’m going to take care
of those things first. Then I’m going
to say a little prayer, and thank the

man upstairs for this opportunity.”
Should Manning retire, indeed, it
will be in true Broncos fashion, as
former Hall of Fame Denver quarterback and current general manager John Elway also won the Super Bowl in the final season of his
storied career.
As for celebrity performances,
it seems as though Lady Gaga
stole the show early on with her
breathtaking presentation of the
National Anthem. Beyonce’s performance was equally exciting as
twitter erupted with praise for “the
Queen’s” performance, which was
backed up by pop singer Bruno
Mars. Tweeters wasted no time
unveiling a series of memes poking fun at Coldplay for the band’s
underwhelming halftime performance.
The team returned to Denver to
hold the customary Super Bowl parade on the following Tuesday, as
an estimated one million Broncos’
faithfuls packed into downtown

Denver’s Civic Center to cheer
on their championship-winning
team. Talib was still in his partying spirit, seen waving a bottle of
Belaire champagne from atop his
float. Others, like receiver Emmanuel Sanders, simply sported a
camera to capture the moment for
good memory.
Many questions surround both
teams in the wake of the 2016 Super Bowl. Should Manning retire?
What is next for the Broncos? Although backup quarterback Brock
Osweiler showed flashes of potential while filling in this season, it is
yet to be seen if the Broncos will
trust him with the starting job. On
the other hand, the Super Bowl
was an eye-opener for Panthers
fans, whose team’s offense was a
complete disappointment. Many
were critical of the Carolina offense
lacking talent outside of Newton
and Olsen, and Sunday’s game
may have perfectly highlighted
such speculation.
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Baruch Weekly
THEME: U.S. PRESIDENTS

FEBRUARY 2016

ACROSS
1. Bit of parsley
6. Jodie Foster’s “___’s
Island”
9. Hat-tipper’s word
13. Baby grand, e.g.
14. ____ ____ mode
15. Baggins of the Shire
16. DNA and RNA
17. Any high mountain
18. Daisylike bloom
19. *Hailed as the “Father of
the Constitution”
21. *First Republican
President
23. Lungful
24. Darn a sock, e.g.
25. Bldg unit
28. *John Adams to John
Quincy Adams
30. Soldier’s knapsack
35. Inside scoop
37. 16 of these in Tennessee
Ernie Ford song
39. Masonic doorkeeper
40. Smoothie berry
41. *George to George W.
43. Hindu serpent deity
44. Most are now wireless
46. Glacier’s deposit
47. Smiley face
48. Chole____
50. Windshield option

MON

15 COLLEGE CLOSED
TUES

16
WED

17
THURS

18
FRI

19
SAT

20
SUN

21

WIB’S GALENTINE’S DAY BRUNCH
12:30 p.m.-2:30 p.m. | VC 2-125 | Free
BLACK HISTORY MONTH: SPEAK YO’ PEACE!
6:00 p.m.-8:30 p.m. | VC Bookstore Cafe | Free
JEOPARDY DAY
6:00 p.m.-8:30 p.m. | VC 2-125 | Free
PROSPECTS FOR KOREAN REUNIFICATION
6:00 p.m.-7:30 p.m. | BPAC | Free with Registration
STUDY ABROAD FAIR
12:30 p.m.-2:30 p.m. | VC B2 Level - Auxiliary Gym | Free
NETWORK NIGHT!
7:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m. | VC 3-210 | Free
BETA ALPHA PSI PRESENTS: ICE BREAKERS
6:00 p.m.-8:00 p.m. | VC 2-125| Free

FREE TIME AT THE CROSSWALK

52. “C’____ la vie!”
53. Number of judges on
Supreme Court
55. Leave speechless
57. “On guard” to a fencer
61. *Under him, the White
House debuted its website
65. “Will comply” in radio
communication
66. One of ﬁve W’s
68. Smooth
69. Fill with high spirits
70. Tan maker
71. October 31 option
72. Scarlet and crimson
73. Indeed
74. Hollers
DOWN
1. Unwanted correspondence
2. Type of type
3. Policemen’s surprise
4. Calcutta’s home
5. Blake Lively’s “____ Girl”
6. Indian ﬂatbread
7. “____ at ease”
8. Breakfast syrup
9. Catchall abbr.
10. ____phobia, fear of
heights
11. Cain’s unfortunate brother
12. Between dawn and noon
15. Movie “Smokey and the
____”

20. Talk like Demosthenes
22. Cartridge contents
24. Oﬃcial command
25. *First to live in Executive
Mansion
26. Lace loop
27. *Clinton signed North
American Free ____
Agreement
29. *First “Dark Horse”
presidential candidate
31. Sound of a small bell
32. Emanation from a
loudspeaker
33. Knight’s breastplate
34. *First to run against a
woman
36. Wedding cake layer
38. 18-wheeler
42. Of the kidneys
45. *Liberia’s capital named
after him
49. Jar cover
51. “American Horror Story”
disgraced clown
54. Full of news
56. Accustom
57. Water carrier
58. World’s longest river
59. Alternative to Saran
60. Parts of play
61. Flipside of pros
62. Asian weight unit
63. *Like President’s oﬃce
64. Brooklyn players
67. Tint

REBECCA VICENTE | THE TICKER

CROSSWORD SOLUTION:

MENTORSHIP MIXER
7:00 p.m. -9:00 p.m. | VC 3-215 | Free

ISSUE 1

MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING BY WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE*
2:00 p.m.-4:30 p.m. | Brooklyn College - Walt Whitman Theatre | $10
HUNTER PLAYWRIGHTS FESTIVAL : ABJECT/OBJECT*
2:00 p.m.-4:00 p.m. | Hunter College - Frederick Loewe Theatre | Free
NYSAIS JOB FAIR TO PROMOTE DIVERSITY*
9:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m. | Columbia Grammar and Preparatory School| Free
ON KENTUCKY AVENUE: CELEBRATION OF ATLANTIC CITY’S HARLEM*
3:00 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. | City College - Aaron Davis Hall | $25
*Oﬀ-campus event
For full list, visit www.baruch.cuny.edu/calendar

Career Spotlight
FUN FACT

PEER TIP OF THE WEEK
CHECK OUT THIS WEEK’S WORDS OF WISDOM FROM PEERS FOR CAREERS, AMBASSADORS OF SCDC
“Typical resume etiquette calls for education and work experience. Yet, as students, we’re at
an advantage! Consider listing relevant courses, publications, and academic projects to show
employers what you are learning in the classroom. Leadership and volunteer experience will
certainly enhance your candidacy. Come to STARR for a resume review!
--LISA PURAN
PEER FOR CAREER

SAVE THE DATE

JOB & INTERNSHIP FAIR
80+ unique companies participated in the Spring 2016
Undergraduate Job & Internship Fair on February 5th
representing industries include: Government, Nonproﬁt,
Education, Finance, Accounting, Insurance, Media,
Healthcare, Marketing, and more! Over 950+ students
attended the fair. Save the date for SCDC’s Annual Spring
Career Fair on Friday, May 6, 2016.

INTERNSHIP UPDATE

EVENTS

NYCEDC

Mastering the Job Interview: Advanced
Tuesday, February 16th, 12:30-2:00 PM, VC 2-190

Summer 16 Associate – Real Estate Transaction Services

Learn how to eﬀectively prepare for second and ﬁnal round of job
interviews.

On-Campus Recruiting Workshop
Wednesday, February 17th, 5:00-6:30 PM, VC 2-190

Gain access to the OCR program by attending this workshop.

It’s a BIG DEAL
Thursday, February 18th, 12:30-2:15 PM, VC 2-190

Improve your communication skills and learn to make small talk
in professional and social settings.

Security Clearance 101,
Thursday, February 18th, 3:00–4:00 PM, VC 2-190
This webinar oﬀer insights on how to navigate the federal
security clearance process.

baruch.cuny.edu/careers
blogs.baruch.cuny.edu/starrlights/
blogs.baruch.cuny.edu/scdc/
@BaruchSCDC
Baruch College Starr Career Development Center

NYCEDC’s mission is to stimulate job growth through expansion and redevelopment programs
that encourage investment, generate prosperity and strengthen the
City’s competitive position. NYCEDC
serves as an advocate to the business community by building relationships with companies that allow
them to take advantage of New York
City’s many opportunities.
The Summer Associate will assist
members of the Real Estate Transaction Services division with managing, evaluating and executing real
estate development projects and
transactions. It is expected that the

Summer Associate will work on a full
time basis for 4 days per week for 10
weeks.
Assist Chief of Staﬀ and Deputy
Chief of Staﬀ with department initiatives. Assist Project Managers in
multiple complex real estate development projects. Analyze and perform ﬁnancial analysis on potential
development projects. Research and
perform due diligence on potential
development sites and project-related neighborhoods. Conduct site
visits and review property status,
zoning, use, ownership, etc. Assist in
drafting a Request for Proposal (RFP)
for an upcoming development proj-

ect. Evaluate responses to Request
for Proposals. Assist in closing land
sales, ground leases and other related transactions. Perform market and
comparable research and department data collection.
The Summer Associate will also
have the opportunity to work independently on a potential redevelopment proposal. This assignment
will consist of identifying site(s) for
development, performing necessary
due diligence and assessing its ﬁnancial and programmatic feasibility
and presenting to senior management.
Visit STARR Search (ID: 87180)

